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SUMMARY
Neutron star black hole (NSBH) mergers have captured the interest of physicists for more
than 50 years. The study of these objects can provide valuable insights to understand the
origins of heavy elements in the universe, the cause of short gamma ray bursts, the equa-
tion of state of neutron stars, and the quantum nature of gravity. However, they still remain
the most elusive binary with no confirmed gravitational or electromagnetic detections to
date. One of the primary challenges to identify an NSBH source is the high similarity in
gravitational wave signatures of this system with a binary black hole and a double neu-
tron star. Hence, we require the tools of numerical relativity to design accurate templates of
gravitational waves and identify key features to differentiate between the signals of NSBH
systems from other binaries. In this work, we perform relativistic hydrodynamical simu-
lations of non-spinning neutron star black hole mergers using a new initial data method.
Through an extensive comparison, we show the efficiency of our models with published
works by analyzing the orbital dynamics, remnant properties, and gravitational wave sig-
natures. We also investigate the differences between the coalescence of binary black holes
and mixed binary systems as a function of initial conditions. Our results indicate that due
to strong tidal disruption, low mass ratio and low compactness systems have the strongest
deviation from the corresponding vacuum binary. Early disruption in these cases leads
to the formation of an accretion disk and dynamical ejecta which impacts the post merger
gravitational wave signal. A higher mass ratio or higher compactness system, on the other
hand, barely faces any disruption leading to gravitational wave signals similar to a binary
black hole. In such scenarios, any differences if exist, are found to be most prominent in
higher order modes. Thus, in addition to model accuracy, the orientation of the signal




The emergence of gravitational wave (GW) astronomy has opened new channels to ob-
serve the universe. Since the first gravitational wave observation [1] by the Advanced
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatories (LIGO) at Hanford and Livingston
[2], the network of gravitational wave detectors has expanded to include advanced Virgo
detector [3] and Kamioka Gravitational Wave detector (KAGRA) [4]. With multiple up-
grades, their design sensitivities have been improved by more than 60% [5, 6] since the
first observing runs which has led to confirmed detections of 50 compact binary systems
[1, 7–18]. This success has massively boosted the interest of research community in grav-
itational wave research leading to additional proposed upgrades to the existing detectors
(A+, AdV+), new planned detectors (LIGO-India), third generation observatories (Cosmic
Explorer [19], Einstein Telescope [20]) and space based detectors (LISA [21]). The network
of these observatories would allow us to observe gravitational waves over a larger band-
width and higher accuracies, thus increasing our chances to find new sources and explore
the hidden corners of the universe.
In addition to discovering new astrophysical objects, studies of gravitational wave sig-
nals can also provide deep insights about the population properties and formation chan-
nels of the source [22–26]. The detections of binary black hole (BBH) systems in O1, O2
and O3a observational runs place natural constraints on the lower and upper mass gap of
black holes shedding light on their formation via pair instability supernova channel [27–
29]. The estimated unequal masses of black holes in events GW190814 and GW190412,
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and the evidence of spin misalignment in a fraction of O3a BBH events also suggest exis-
tence of alternate formation channels of the binary [25]. The detections of compact binaries
can also be used to perform various precision tests on the theories of gravity [30–33], and
measure the Hubble constant [34–36].
Along with 46 binary black holes and two double neutron star (DNS) detections, the
third observing run also found at least two potential neutron star-black hole (NSBH) merger
candidates [17, 18]. The longstanding absence of these objects in gravitational wave and
electromagnetic observations has posed a new mystery in the astrophysics community and
hence, the news of possible detections has brought in a lot of excitement. NSBH systems
have fascinated physicists for the past several decades. The combination of extreme grav-
itational fields and ultradense states of matter at relativistic speeds makes them excellent
laboratories to test the nature of gravity. Due to the possible lower mass gap in its compo-
nents [14, 37–39] and differences in their mass distributions [40], such systems are expected
to be on the higher end of mass ratios. Large imbalance in their component masses con-
tributes to higher order multipole moments making these systems ideal candidates for the
tests of the multipolar structure of gravity and no hair theorem [41–46]. Such tests would
serve as strong evidence for or against alternate theories of gravity whose deviations from
general relativity affect the higher order modes [47] or result in hairy black holes [48–52].
While most tests of general relativity using gravitational waves have been developed and
performed with binary black holes, neutron star-black hole mergers can also provide novel
testbeds to study the interactions between matter and gravity as predicted by alternate the-
ories which would be absent in black hole binaries.
Gravitational wave signatures from mixed binary mergers can also help us to constrain
the equation of state of the neutron star [53–55]. The central core of this star contains mat-
ter in ultradense states which cannot be probed through current experiments and hence,
understanding the star equation of state can provide useful constraints on the theoretical
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models of quantum states of matter which may exist at extreme densities [40]. Each equa-
tion of state model places a unique limit on the maximum mass of neutron star and hence,
the equation of state information can also help to resolve the lower mass gap problem of
stellar black holes. Numerical studies of mixed binary mergers have shown that in case
of tidal disruption, the dynamics of the mixed binary can also be impacted by the equa-
tion of state model during the merger phase which leaves its imprint on the gravitational
wave radiation [56–59]. In such scenarios, the amplitude of these waves can be greatly
suppressed beyond a cut-off frequency for a stiff equation of state due to reduced vari-
ation in the quadrupole moment. However, for a soft equation of state, the coalescence
can lead to a clean merger and ringdown signal in absence of tidal disruption. The cut-off
frequency is then determined by the quasinormal frequency. Inferring the compactness
from the gravitational wave cut-off frequency and masses from the inspiral part of the sig-
nal would allow us to determine the mass-radius relationship. Thus, in addition to tidal
dephasing [54], cut-off frequencies can help us in constraining the equation of state [60,
61].
The disruption of a neutron star is also believed to be an ideal site for the nucleosyn-
thesis of heavy elements. For systems with a low mass or highly spinning black hole,
stellar disruption will likely generate neutron rich ejecta [62, 63] which can undergo rapid
neutron capture process (r-process) [64–66] leading to the production of heavy elements.
Unlike DNS, the electron fraction for NSBH is expected to be much lower (Ye . 0.1) which
will typically lead to a larger fraction of elements with mass number A & 120 [67]. The
radioactive decay of these nascent nuclei can result in a macronova or kilonova with tran-
sient electromagnetic signatures generated through alpha and beta decay and spontaneous
fission processes [68, 69]. Highly magnetized accretion disks can also result in binding of
poloidal field components with the black hole which can activate energy extraction from
spinning black hole via Blandford-Znajek mechanism resulting in short gamma ray burst
(sGRB) [70, 71]. Further, interactions of dynamical ejecta from disruption and accretion
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process with interstellar media can lead to synchrotron emission [72]. The wide array of
electromagnetic emissions would allow a multimessenger search of these systems which
can provide extremely relevant data to investigate our current models of r-process nucle-
osynthesis, dynamical ejection, and study the velocity profiles of the ejecta [73, 74].
1.1. EVOLUTION DYNAMICS
The evolution of a neutron star black hole binary begins in the inspiral phase during which
it slowly dissipates energy and angular momentum via gravitational wave emission. The
radiation reaction timescales in the early inspiral are much larger than its orbital period
and hence, one can approximate a mixed binary as a system of two point particles in an
adiabatic orbit. Under these approximations, post Newtonian theory provides a good de-
scription of the binary evolution [75]. From post-Newtonian calculations [76–78], the ratio














Here, r is the orbital separation, MBH is the mass of the black hole, MNS is the mass of the
neutron star, and M = MBH + MNS is the total mass of the system. Quantities here are
expressed in geometric units where G = c = 1. From equation 1.1, it can be seen that the
orbital period becomes comparable to the lifetime of the binary as r approaches 6M. At
such close separations, adiabatic approximation does not hold well and finite size effects
cannot be ignored. As a result, post-Newtonian model starts to fail in the late inspiral
regime and one requires numerical relativity to employ the full general relativistic model.
During the late inspiral-merger phase, the constant battle between the tidal forces and
star’s self gravity decides the final fate of the binary. The merger of a black hole and a
neutron star can fall under two scenarios [79] - first, the star gets disrupted outside the
4
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) before getting consumed by the black hole, and sec-
ond the star suffers partial or no disruption after entering the ISCO and is completely
swallowed by the hole. To differentiate between these two cases, Taniguchi et al. [80]
analysed the quasiequilibrium states of non-spinning systems with polytropic stars and
found a dependence of final state with initial configuration of the binary. By comparing
the mass shedding frequency 1 with orbital frequency at ISCO, they obtained the following










1   3.54 C1/3
⌘#
(1.2)
where, C is the compactness of the star which is defined as the ratio of mass and radius of
the star, and qc is the critical mass ratio of the system defined by the above relationship.
Figure 1.1 shows the critical mass ratio as a function of compactness of the star which sep-
arates two regions of disruption. Systems with mass ratio, q (= MBH/MNS), greater than
the critical value, qc (shown by the orange color), barely suffer any disruption and are com-
pletely swallowed by the hole while systems with smaller mass ratios or low compactness
of the star (region in the blue color) tend to be more likely to undergo disruption.
Things get more interesting with spinning binaries and realistic equation of state. Ini-
tial Newtonian and semi-relativistic studies investigated the tidal effects of a Kerr black
hole on the structure of a fluid star [55, 81–83]. These studies mainly looked at the Eu-
ler equation in approximate relativistic models valid for systems with higher mass ratio
(q   1) and low compactness. Gravitational radiation reaction, self-gravity of star and
its effects on orbital motion were ignored. The results showed strong dependence of the
angular velocity of the star at ISCO on the spin of the black hole which in turn affects the
tidal disruption condition. For maximally spinning black holes, the critical mass ratio was
increased by a factor of 15. Similar analysis with soft and stiff equation of state models
1Frequency at which tidal forces are comparable to the self gravity of the star.
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FIGURE 1.1: Critical curve based on the Newtonian relationship between mass ratio and
compactness for non-spinning NSBH [78, 80]. Blue region denotes the initial conditions
which would lead to mass shedding (and possible disruption) while orange region corre-
sponds to non-disrupting cases.
showed the dependence of the maximum black hole mass inducing mass shedding on the
equation of state models [83, 84].
Quasiequilibrium studies are thus the ideal tools to predict the effects of initial condi-
tions on the final state of the mixed binary. However, as static snapshots, these studies fail
to explain how changes in the initial configuration affect the binary evolution which leads
to the final state. Such methods cannot model the underlying astrophysical processes or
gravitational wave templates. Hence, to understand the relationship between initial data
and merger dynamics, we require general relativistic hydrodynamical (GRHD) evolutions
of these static sequences.
Initial simulations of neutron star black hole mergers were performed for non-spinning
binary systems with polytropic star models [85–89]. These works focused on understand-
ing the effect of variations in mass ratio and stellar compactness on the mixed binary dy-
namics and remnant formations. For configurations below critical mass ratio curve, tidal
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forces deformed the neutron star structure leading to a cusp formation which initiates the
process of mass shedding [85, 86]. Before the star reaches ISCO, most of its inner core mate-
rial is removed by the black hole and the star is tidally disrupted. The absorption of stellar
core increases the remnant black hole mass to more than 84% of the total mass, as found in
most simulated configurations [78, 90]. As the inner material continues to accrete on the
black hole, the angular momentum is transported to the leftover material of the star which
expands outwards forming a circular arm. The differential rotation in the gravitationally
bound material leads to the formation of axisymmetric disk. The mass and size of the disk
heavily depends on the mass ratio and compactness of the binary [85]. For configurations
closer to the critical mass ratio, the disk mass is extremely low as most of the material is
absorbed by the black hole before the star is disrupted. For higher mass ratio systems (or
higher compactness cases), the star barely suffers any disruption until reaching ISCO be-
yond which all of the stellar material shares a common fate. Shibata et al.[85] and Etienne
et al. [86] showed that non-spinning mixed binaries with mass ratio q & 4 and realistic
neutron star size (10   15 km) would have almost negligible leftover material with masses
less than 10 2M .
Numerical studies on spinning systems revealed more interesting features of NSBH
coalescence. In post-Newtonian theory, the coupling of spins with orbital angular momen-
tum generates a repulsive force which can decrease the decay rate of orbital separation in
aligned spins configurations [91–93]. Inverse effects are predicted for anti-aligned cases.
For spinning black holes, spin-orbit coupling also affects the binding energy of the system
reducing the orbital radius of ISCO [78]. As a result, it needs to dissipate energy for longer
duration in order to reach ISCO distance. These combined effects would result in longer
evolution timescales for spinning binaries (with aligned spins) which in turn would af-
fect the tidal disruption condition and remnant properties. Various group [58, 59, 94–100]
have studied the effects of black hole spin on the tidal disruption for wide range of pa-
rameter space including mass ratio, equation of state and eccentricity. Systems with low
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mass ratios and high black hole spins (a > 0.75) were found to generate strong dynamical
ejections and massive accretion disks due to early disruption of the star far outside the
ISCO [58]. For such scenarios, Foucart et al. [96, 98] showed that the mass of the disk can
reach as large as ⇠ 36% of stellar mass. For more massive black holes with smaller spins
(a . 0.75, q & 5), tidal disruption still occurs but only close to ISCO which creates matter
ejecta in the vicinity of the black hole. As a result, the mass of accretion disks is smaller
in this case and depends on the black hole spin [58, 59]. Lastly, for systems with negative
spins, neutron stars do not suffer any disruption and are almost entirely engulfed by the
black hole [58]. Thus, the presence of high spins can significantly increase the critical mass
ratio. Black hole spin also plays a crucial role in relativistic jet formation as revealed by
recent studies [99]. Initial studies with three different spin configurations showed the for-
mation of a jet only for black holes with aligned spin (a = 0.5). The nonspinning system
lacked strong magnetic pressure gradients, while the system with antialigned spin (a = 0)
barely had any disk material left.
In addition to spin magnitude, the orientation of black hole spin can also affect the
merger dynamics. Studies of precessing configurations with polytropic stars have shown
that for a given mass ratio and spin of the black hole, the mass of the accretion disk has
a negative correlation with the inclination angles (i.e. the angle between black hole spin
and orbital angular momentum) and any interesting effects are observed only for angles
& 40  [96, 97]. These results can be understood from the post-Newtonian theory accord-
ing to which the repulsive force from spin orbit coupling depends on the inner product
of black hole’s spin and orbital angular momentum. As the inclination angle increases,
the repulsive force becomes weaker and system behaves similar to non-spinning NSBH,
thus leading to early disruption and low accretion disk mass. More realistic models with
nuclear theory based equations of state [59, 98] also found variations in the velocity profile
of the ejecta, geometry of the accretion disk and tidal tails in comparison with polytropic
models. As the system evolved to post merger phase, the inclination angles of the disk and
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the black hole spin decrease to moderate values with respect to the total angular momen-
tum of the system [59, 96].
Apart from the mass ratio and black hole spin, a weak relationship of disruption pro-
cess and remnant properties also exist with the equation of state. Dependence on the equa-
tion of state is reflected by two measures - first the stellar radius, and second the density
profile. Initial works on mixed binaries relied on gamma law models of the star with poly-
tropic and piecewise polytropic equations of state. For these systems, [56–59] showed that
larger radii stars or stars with uniform density profiles are more susceptible to tidal dis-
ruptions compared to more compact configurations or stars with smaller adiabatic index
(leading to more concentrated density regions at stellar center). In such models, the disk
mass showed an inverse relationship with compactness irrespective of the BH spin orien-
tation [59]. Further, disk morphology, maximum density and ejecta velocity also showed a
weak dependence on the equation of state. More recent studies [72] have now developed
capabilities to model neutron stars using realistic equations of state which allows the study
of temperature and composition of matter.
1.2. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTION STUDIES
Numerical studies of the NSBH mergers have shown that the impact of the initial configu-
ration also extends to gravitational wave signatures in the late inspiral-merger-ringdown
(IMR) phase. For non-spinning systems, the neutron star tends to mimic the black hole
behavior for non-disruptive scenarios. The absorption of neutron star material in this case
excites the fundamental quasinormal mode of the black hole resulting in ringdown signal.
The dominant (2,2) mode of gravitational wave strain was found to be in good agreement
with BBH based gravitational wave templates like Taylor-T4 [85]. However, in case of tidal
disruption, the amplitude of gravitational signal is highly suppressed close to the merger
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which results in strong deviations from BBH based templates due to the lack the tidal de-
formation information in the latter. The disruption process is also followed by continuous
accretion on the black hole surface. This constant perturbation of black hole doesn’t al-
low it to settle into Kerr state which affects the postmerger signal. The presence of initial
black hole spin further modifies the signal template due to strong tidal effects [58, 59, 94–
97]. The spin orbit coupling decelerates the orbital decay rate increasing the number of
gravitational wave cycles in the inspiral regime. The slower decay of orbital separation
decreases the energy carried away in the gravitational waves, which leads to longer signal
duration. The black hole’s spin also increases the possibility of tidal disruption scenarios,
which again affects the ringdown signals even for high mass ratio systems.
Changes in morphology of the signal are more evident in the Fourier space. Gravita-
tional wave spectrum of a binary black hole shows a gradual increase in the late inspiral
region until the quasinormal (QNM) frequency beyond which steep decay of the signal
amplitude is observed. The cut-off frequency in such cases is approximately given by the
QNM frequency. Spectrum of non-disruptive NSBH mergers shows similar behavior as
BBH signal with cut-off frequency roughly same as the QNM frequency [85, 86]. How-
ever, in case of tidal disruption, amplitude damps exponentially during the late inspiral
regime before reaching the merger phase [78, 85]. The cut-off frequency in such scenarios
is smaller than the QNM frequency and is strongly dependent on the compactness and
equation of state of neutron star [57, 58]. Kyutoku et al. performed systematic studies
of NSBH mergers to understand the relationship between cut-off frequency, compactness
and equation of state. For mass ratio q = 2 and q = 3, the dependence between cut off
frequency and equation of state was only found for compactness C . 0.19 and C . 0.16
beyond which cut-off frequency was same as the QNM frequency [57]. For spinning sys-
tems, Kyutoku et al. [57] showed existence of another intermediate state where amplitude
of gravitational waves sinks above cut off frequency, however, it does not achieve expo-
nential decay until reaching the QNM frequency. The cut off frequency in such scenarios
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is typically smaller than 2 kHz [58].
The above discussion highlights the complex morphology and variations in the grav-
itational wave signal of NSBH system. These signals clearly have unique features which
depends on the initial configuration of the binary. Accurate modelling to account for these
features is quite important to detect and distinguish between NSBH and other compact
binary systems as well as accurately estimate the parameters of the source binary. Various
analytical models of gravitational wave signals try to capture these variations by including
tidal dephasing and amplitude corrections due to tidal deformations [101, 102]. However,
such methods rely on numerical waveforms to correctly tune the model parameters. Fur-
ther, most of these models only account for a subset of the parameter space and include
only a few of the relevant higher order modes which can be extremely relevant for mixed
binaries (as shall be seen later in this work). Hence, to improve the analytical approximant
and develop more accurate waveform templates, we require numerical relativity simula-
tions of mixed binary system.
1.3. SIMULATING NSBH MERGERS
To model a dynamical spacetime like compact binary, numerical relativity codes rely on
ADM formalism [103] which recasts Einstein’s equations as Cauchy initial value problem.
Under this approach, it is possible to express Einstein’s equations as a system of constraint
and evolution equations which describe the changes in metric and extrinsic curvature of
a spatial hypersurface as a function of time [104]. One of the major challenges with this
method is to find optimal initial conditions which can satisfy the constraint equations and
mimic realistic astrophysical scenarios. Two well-established methods to tackle the ini-
tial data problems in numerical relativity are the conformal traceless transverse (CTT) ap-
proach [105] and the conformal thin-sandwich (CTS) approach [106, 107] which allow a
clean separation of freely specifiable variables and constraint variables using conformal
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decomposition [108, 109]. CTT approach achieves this separation by expressing the extrin-
sic curvature of spatial slice in its transverse and longitudinal components and by mapping
the physical metric to some conformal metric using a scaling factor. Constraint equations
are then solved for the scaling factor and longitudinal components of curvature for a given
choice of other variables. Gauge variables are not included as part of this formulation
and need to be selected independently. Due to conformal flatness of Schwarzschild met-
ric, this approach is easily extendable to single or multiple static black holes. Bowen and
York [110] used this approach to develop analytical solutions of momentum constraint for
boosted and spinning black holes and Ansorg et al. [111] designed a spectral solver to
tackle Hamiltonian constraint. To deal with the boundaries, they used asymptotic flatness
condition for r ! • and puncture approach [112] which allows integration of Hamilto-
nian constraint on the entire domain (including inside the horizon) thus averting the need
for internal boundary conditions. This method is widely popular for BBH initial data but
has also been used for neutron star black hole systems [113].
Although CTT provides a simple system of equations, it lacks the description of time
evolution of the system due to ambiguity in gauge choice. CTS provides an alternative
solution by specifying the initial data on two slices by formulating the problem in terms of
the metric and its time derivatives. In addition, gauge variables are also included as part
of the initial data formulation [114]. Though more complex in nature, this formulation
is extremely useful for situations where finding optimal gauge conditions is nontrivial.
CTS initial data is widely popular in simulating matter binaries [115–133] and is predom-
inantly used by most groups. However, it relies on excision technique to model the black
holes which requires additional boundary conditions inside the horizon 2. Excision com-
plicates the topology of numerical domain and may require special coordinate system and
gauge choices [114] thus making it difficult to apply. Further, using excised initial data
2We note that puncture based approach for CTS has been explored but not fully developed [134]
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for spacetime evolutions with BSSNOK [135–137] or Z4c formalism [138–142] requires ad-
ditional boundary conditions for superluminal gauge modes which can cross black hole
horizons [114]. To tackle these issues, few groups replace the excised region with some
junk data inside the black hole which may not satisfy the constraints. But, this solution
requires constant monitoring of constraint violation near the horizon.
To tackle these challenges of CTS approach, Clark et al. [143] developed a new initial
data method using CTT approach for compact binaries with matter. Under the assump-
tion of spherically symmetric sources, the method extends Bowen-York solutions of the
momentum constraints to compact objects with matter. These solutions can then be lever-
aged to solve the Hamiltonian constraint using the spectral solver designed by Ansorg.
Such a method has several advantages. It leverages puncture approach to model black
hole interiors thus avoiding additional hassle to deal with complicated grid domains and
boundary conditions to deal with superluminal gauge modes. This makes it ideal solution
for puncture based codes such as Maya and Einstein Toolkit [144] which utilize BSSNOK
formalism [135–137] for spacetime evolution. It should be noted that although there exist
initial data methods to study both BBH and DNS in LORENE library which is supported
in Einstein Toolkit, NSBH solutions are more complex and currently not supported in Ein-
stein Toolkit.
The puncture approach also permits the study of black hole interiors which has recently
gained a lot of attention due to many interesting features [145–149]. Extension of Bowen-
York solutions allows a natural introduction of boost and spins to neutron stars in the
initial data while satisfying the constraint equations which can be challenging with CTS
based methods. Given the boosted or spinning neutron star metric is not conformally flat,
such a solution would be expected to be only an approximate initial data. However, this
is a common approximation even in CTS methods and hence, the two methods would be
expected to be comparable.
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In this work, we would like to study neutron star black hole mergers using numerical
relativity simulations. The goals of this work are the following
1. Develop the modelling capabilities for NSBH mergers using method proposed in
[143] for puncture based softwares.
2. Test the efficiency of initial data method and identify any sources of systematic er-
rors.
3. Investigate the dependence of NSBH merger dynamics with initial data.
4. Identify key features which can help to distinguish between NSBH and BBH signals,
if any differences exist.
In this work, we focus our attention on non-spinning neutron star black hole mergers
and study the dynamics, properties and gravitational wave signatures of these objects us-
ing the initial data approach developed in reference [143]. In chapter 2, we dive into the
initial data method and numerical infrastructure used for this study. We provide a detailed
discussion of the framework and design of this method, and advantages and some of the
current problems. This is followed by a brief summary of spacetime and hydrodynamic
evolution codes, computation of gravitational wave templates and measuring the charac-
teristics and properties of the system. Chapter 3 focuses on study of neutron star black hole
mergers for varying mass ratios. We present the results of convergence test and violations
in constraint equations. This is followed by a detailed comparison of binary dynamics,
remnant properties and gravitational wave signatures between BBH and NSBH systems.
We also compare our simulations results with already published works and find compara-
ble results. At the end of this chapter, we discuss some of the main sources of systematic
errors observed in our simulation and their impact on our results. Chapter 4 further in-
vestigates the systematic errors from conformal flatness assumption and develops a new
method to account for its impact on the black hole masses and spins. In chapter 5, we
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continue our investigation of neutron star black hole mergers for varying compactness of
neutron stars. We analyse the effect of compactness on the merger dynamics and source
properties and compare these systems and their gravitational wave signatures with BBH
case. We finally conclude this work with a brief summary and discussion of a few ongoing
and future research projects which would be interesting to investigate.
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CHAPTER 2
NUMERICAL RELATIVITY SIMULATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Einstein’s equations [150] describes the nature of spacetime and hence, its solutions are
extremely desirable to understand various astrophysical scenarios. However, the general
solutions of these equations cannot be obtained using traditional methods and only a few
analytical solutions exist under special symmetry conditions ( refer [151] for a detailed
survey). Numerical relativity presents an alternate way to solve these equations for truly
dynamical systems. However, modeling a dynamical system using numerical simulations
requires the development of robust computational infrastructure and mathematical for-
malism to tackle partial differential equations which has been a long standing challenge
in this field (check [152] for a historical review). Although significant progress has been
made in recent years to resolve various problems such as solving initial data problems for a
variety of systems, designing suitable mathematical frameworks for stable spacetime and
hydrodynamical evolution, finding1 optimal gauge conditions and avoiding gauge arti-
facts, many of these depend on the choice of system and still remain hot topics of research.
In this chapter, we briefly review the initial data problem for compact binaries with
matter and then dive into our current methods and tools used in this work for perform-
ing numerical simulations of neutron star black hole binaries. Section 2.2 and 2.3 details
the “3+1” formalism and initial data problem for mixed binaries. This is followed by a
description of the recent method developed by [143], its implementation, advantages and
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problems with this method. 2.4 covers the “BSSN” formalism for spacetime evolution, rel-
evant gauge and boundary conditions, 2.5 summarizes the “Whisky” code for solving hy-
drodynamics equations and 2.6 describes the relevant quasilocal properties of the system.
The last section 2.7 talks about computing the gravitational waves signatures and radiated
quantities. For this chapter we will use the standard text of Baumgarte and Shapiro [104]
as our main reference.
2.1. NOTATION
For convenience, we will adopt the notations from [104] with minor changes. Let us briefly
review the notation used -
• Indices - Latin indices from a, b....h denote spacetime index from 0, ...3 while those
from i, j...p describe only spatial index 1, 2, 3. Repeated index implies Einstein’s sum-
mation convention.
• Tensors - Metric dependent tensors in four dimensions are assigned a superscript
(4) to distinguish them from their counterparts in three dimensional hypersurface.
Tensors in conformal space will be denoted by tilde. Covariant derivatives on a four
dimensional manifold are denoted by r while on a three dimensional spatial hyper-
surfaces by D.
• Metric - The signature of metric is assumed to be ( ,+,+,+).
• Units - We assume geometric units throughout this work except occasional shift to
polytropic units in chapter 3which will be clearly stated in the respective sections.
Thus, G = c = 1.
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2.2. ADM FORMULATION
The theory of relativity defines spacetime as a four-dimensional manifold M with metric
g. For any two nearby events, the invariant interval is given by
ds2 = gab dxa dxb (2.1)
According to the general theory of relativity, the presence of matter and energy can induce
intrinsic curvature in the spacetime which is manifested as the force of gravity. This cur-
vature in turn governs the dynamics of matter as described by Einstein’s field equations
as
(4)Gab ⌘(4) Rab   12 gab
(4)R + L gab = 8p Tab (2.2)
where (4)Rab is the Ricci tensor, (4)R = (4)Raa is the Ricci scalar, L is cosmological constant
and Tab is the energy momentum tensor. The flow of matter is also constrained by the
continuity equation
raTab = 0 (2.3)
Equations 2.2 are a set of ten coupled partial differential equations relating the geometry
of spacetime with its matter content. Under the assumptions of stationary and static con-
ditions, it is possible to obtain the analytic solutions of these equations [151]. However,
most of the astrophysical systems, such as compact binary mergers, are highly dynamical
in nature and hence, cannot be modeled analytically.
A common method to numerically solve these equations utilizes the “3+1 approach.
Consider the foliation of spacetime into three dimensional spatial surfaces, S which do not
intersect at any point. These surfaces can also be thought as level surfaces of some scalar
function t. One can then define the normals to these slices as
na =  agabrbt (2.4)
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where a is the lapse function which measures the difference in proper time between two
slices. Mathematically, it can be expressed as
a = ( gabratrbt) 1/2 (2.5)
The choice of negative sign ensures that normal points in the positive time direction. With
the normal vectors, we can now construct the induced metric gab on the spatial surface S:
gab = gab + nanb (2.6)
While induced metric can be used to completely describe the internal structure of the spa-
tial slice such as distance, Gaussian curvature etc., one needs to look at the extrinsic curva-
ture in order to understand how each slice is embedded into the spacetime itself. Mathe-
matically, extrinsic curvature describes the rate of deformation of the spatial surface in the
direction of normal vector:
Kab =  gcagdbrcnd (2.7)
Thus, with the notions of induced metric and extrinsic curvature, one can get complete
information about each leaf of the foliation. The last missing piece of the puzzle is the
connection between these leaves, which can be given by the direction of time. One can
think of choosing the direction of normals as the direction of time function (which connects
any two slices), however, the normal vector is not dual to the gradient of time, i.e.
naWa =  agabratrbt = a 1 (2.8)
One can alternatively define the time vector as ta = ana + ba, where ba is a spatial shift
vector, which measures the shift in the spatial coordinates within a slice w.r.t. normal
vector. It can be easily shown that ta is dual to the gradient of time and hence, would
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provide the right direction to move from one spatial slice to the other.
Having developed the basic notions to describe the foliation of spacetime, the next
question is how can we compute these quantities for each leaf of the foliation? As Ein-
stein’s equations describe the dynamics of spacetime metric, the simplest method is to
project these equations on the spatial slices. After some calculations, one can obtain the
ADM (Arnowitt-Deser-Misner) equations which consist of four constraint equations from
the time component of Einstein’s equations and twelve evolution equations describing the
spatial metric and extrinsic curvature as functions of time.
Hamiltonian Constraint:
R + K2   KijKij = 16prH (2.9)
Momentum Constraint:
Dj(Kij   gijK) = 8pSi (2.10)
Evolution Equation - Spatial Metric:
∂tgij =  2aKij + 2D(ib j) (2.11)
Evolution Equation - Extrinsic Curvature:
∂tKij = a
⇣
Rij   2KikKkj + KKij
⌘
  DiDja   8pa
✓
Sij   12gij(S   rH)
◆
+ bk∂kKij + Kik∂jbk + Kkj∂ibk
(2.12)
Here, rH = nanbTab is the Hamiltonian energy density as observed by a normal observer,
Si =  gijnbTjb is the momentum density and Sij = giagjbTab is the stress tensor on the
spatial slice. S is the trace of the stress tensor projected on the hypersurface. Notice that
ADM equations do not provide any information or constraints about the choice of gauge.
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2.3. INITIAL DATA
In order to solve the ADM equations, one requires the configuration of the system at some
initial time. One of the primary challenges in modeling compact binary mergers is find-
ing the optimal initial data, which provides a realistic representation of gravitational fields
of the system and also satisfies the constraint equations 2.9, 2.10. This can be seen by
analysing the degrees of freedom. The intrinsic metric gij and extrinsic curvature Kij of
any spatial slice S each have 6 components. Four of these can be determined using con-
straint equations 2.9, 2.10 while coordinate selection fixes the other four components. The
remaining components are completely unknown, providing four degrees of freedom in
choosing the initial data.
In this section, we present a brief review of a recent new method developed in [143],
[153] to formulate initial data for compact binary mergers. This method utilizes the con-
formal transformations to separate the dynamical degrees of freedom and extends Bowen
York approach to find the analytical solutions to Momentum Constraints. In this work, we
adopt this method to study mixed binary mergers. In the next subsection we first provide a
brief overview of conformal transverse traceless (CTT) approach [105] and conformal thin
sandwich (CTS) approach. This is followed by a description of initial data from [143, 153],
algorithm and implementation, its advantages and flaws.
2.3.1. CONFORMAL TRANSVERSE TRACELESS (CTT) APPROACH
CTT approach focuses on separating the transverse and longitudinal degrees of freedom
by expressing metric and curvature in conformal space. One starts with the following





Here, y represents the conformal factor, and g̃ij represents the conformal metric. The de-
grees of freedom is distributed with one in y and five in g̃ij. Due to presence of scaling
factor y, the determinant of g̃ij can be set to one which yields g = y12. In a similar fashion,
the transformation of extrinsic curvature is given by




Aij = y 2Ãij (2.15)
Here, K is the trace of extrinsic curvature while Aij is the traceless part. Applying Lifschitz
decomposition (tensor analog of Helmholtz theorem), the conformal traceless part can be
expressed in terms of transverse and longitudinal components as





TT = 0 (2.17)
ÃijL = 2D̃
(iW j)   2
3
g̃
ij D̃kW k ⌘
 
L̃W ij (2.18)
With these transformations, the Hamiltonian constraint takes the form
8D̃2y   yR̃   2
3
y
5K2 + y 7Ãij Ãij =  16py5rH (2.19)
and the momentum constraints are given as
(r̃L W)i   23y
6
g̃
ij D̃j K = 8p y10 Si (2.20)
Here, r̃ is the vector Laplacian and (r̃LW)i = D̃2W i + 13 D̃i(D̃jW j) + R̃ijW j. For given
g̃ij, K and Ã
ij
TT and matter terms, we can solve the constraint equations to determine y and
W i. Using these solutions, it is possible to reconstruct the metric and curvature in physical
space which yields the initial data on some spatial slice S.
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2.3.2. CONFORMAL THIN SANDWICH (CTS) APPROACH
Using the CTT approach provides a clear way to determine the metric and curvature of
a single hypersurface. However, one still lacks the connection between coordinates from
two neighbouring slices, which adds to the complications of the initial data. While this
gauge freedom can be exploited in different ways, finding an optimal gauge condition is
a complex problem. CTS approach resolves this issue by specifying the metric gij and its








Performing a conformal transformation, the time derivative of conformal metric is defined
as
ũij ⌘ ∂tg̃ij (2.22)
g̃
ijũij ⌘ 0 (2.23)
where gij = y4g̃ij and the last relation ensures that g̃ = constant. The conformal traceless










Using these transformations, the momentum and Hamiltonian constraint equations can
then be written as
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D̃Lb




















 7Ãij Ãij =  2py5r (2.26)
Here ã = y6a is densitized lapse. For given choice of g̃ij, ũij, K and ã, we can solve the
constraint equations to determine y, bi which completes the initial data.
2.3.3. BOWEN YORK TYPE INITIAL DATA
Using CTT approach, Bowen and York [110] first obtained analytical solutions for momen-
tum constraint for binary black hole system. Their method was recently extended by [143]
to any compact binary system. Here, we present a brief review of this method. We start
with the assumption that matter can be modeled with perfect fluid energy momentum
tensor which is given by
Tab = (r + p)uaub + pgab (2.27)
Here, r is the total energy density, p is pressure, ua is four velocity of fluid elements. We
can define the specific enthalpy as h = 1 + e + p
ro
where ro is rest mass density and e is
specific internal energy density. For this case, the Hamiltonian and momentum densities
can be written as
rH = (r + p)W2   p (2.28)
Si = (r + p)W ui (2.29)
Here W =  naua represents the Lorentz factor relating the coordinate transformations
between fluid and normal observers at an instant of time. As the spacetime is dynamical,
one can only define local inertial frames in this case. Since the LHS of equations 2.19, 2.20
exists in conformal space, we apply the following transformations for the matter terms -
r̃H = rHy
8 (2.30)
S̃i = Siy10 (2.31)
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In addition, we can also assume r̃ = ry8, p̃ = py8 and ũi = uiy2. Under these assump-
tions, the Hamiltonian and momentum density continue to obey relations 2.28 in confor-
mal space as well. As the four velocity of fluid elements remain timelike, uaua =  1.
Combining this relation with the definition of Lorentz factor, we get











Using the above transformations, we can simplify the constraint equations. As seen in sub-
section 2.3.1, CTT carries additional free parameters in the form of conformal metric, the
trace of curvature and its transverse components. To fix these, Clark et al. made the stan-
dard assumptions of conformal flatness (g̃ij = hij), maximal slicing (K = 0) and vanishing
transverse curvature components (ÃijTT = 0). Applying these assumption to equations 2.19
and 2.20, the constraints transform as
8D̃2y + y 7Ãij Ãij =  16py 3r̃H (2.33)
(r̃LW)i = 8pS̃i (2.34)
Following Bowen’s approach [154], to obtain the analytical solutions of the Momentum
constraint, let’s assume source terms of the form
S̃i = Pis(r) (2.35)
S̃i = eJ jxkk(r) (2.36)




2dr = 1 and 8p3
R Rs
0 kr
4dr = 1, Pi and Ji can be identified as
the ADM linear and angular momentum under the assumption that y ! 1 as r ! • in
both physical and conformal space. To find the source functions for objects with linear
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momentum, we substitute the expressions for the conformal momentum density in the
above equations -
S̃i = (r̃ + p̃)Wũi = Pis (2.37)
Similarly, for sources with angular momentum
S̃i = (r̃ + p̃)Wũi = eijk J jxkk (2.38)
Here, source function s(r) = (r̃+ p̃)/K and k(r) = (r̃+ p̃)/N where K,N are normaliza-
tion constant determined from integrability conditions of s and k described above. Using
these, we can now solve the momentum constraint for W i. Substituting the solutions in

















l(iej)kl Jkll N (2.40)
It can be easily seen that the above solution reduces to Bowen-York solution in absence
of source terms. Here, li = xi/r is unit directional vector, Q =
R r
0 4ps r









k dr0. To solve the Hamiltonian constraint, we can directly
use the analytical solutions for conformal extrinsic curvature with conformal Hamiltonian
density in equation 2.33. This brings equation 2.33 into the following form -
D̃2y + z(y) = 0 (2.41)
where z(y) is some function of y. Ansorg et al. [111] developed an spectral approach to
solve equations of this form which can be directly applied in this case. Solution for confor-
mal factor thus completes the system. The spatial and matter variables on the hypersurface
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S can be obtained by translating conformal variables to physical space using the solution
of y.
2.3.4. ALGORITHM AND CODE STRUCTURE
Let’s take a brief look at various steps to construct the initial data using this method. For a
more detailed implementation, look at chapters 5 and 6 of [153] -
1. Select the initial configuration which is determined by the system type, desired sep-
aration DNR of the binary, desired (target) masses M(1), M(2) and spins, ~S(1),~S(2) of
each object at the initial time of evolution. The total mass of the system is M =
M(1) + M(2) and mass ratio is given by q = M(1)/M(2).
2. To obtain the initial momenta of the binary, consider a system of two point masses
with total mass M now scaled to 1, mass ratio q and spin vectors ~S(1),~S(2) at a large
separations DPN >> DNR. Employing point particle assumption at such large dis-
tances, evolve the system using post Newtonian (PN) theory till the desired sepa-
ration DNR is achieved. Integrating highest order PN equations of motion yields
the linear and angular momenta with small eccentricities. In presence of precessing
spins, use ~S(1),~S(2) as the initial guess of spins at DPN and iteratively update the
initial guess (for example, by using gradient descent or Newton’s method) until the
desired orientation of spin vectors at DNR is achieved.
3. At the separation DNR, identify the component masses with Christodoulou mass
if black hole and with ADM mass if star. Note the correction here for black hole.
(In original reference, the component mass was related with irreducible mass of the
black hole instead of ADM mass.)
4. To obtain the initial data, use 2.39 for Momentum constraint and modified TwoP-
unctures code [111] for Hamiltonian constraint solutions. For this, one requires base
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model for each object to compute the relevant source functions and other parameters.
For binaries with stars, we can adopt a spherically symmetric model of star (such as
TOV model) with central density rc which yields its ADM mass M(i)A and rest mass
M(i)o in isolation. To model the black hole, use the puncture approach [112] with
puncture mass M(i)p . Here, i is the object index.
5. Using the base model, compute the conformal quantities and solution for momen-
tum constraint. For binaries with star, the source functions s, k can be calculated
from equations 2.37, 2.38 in which the linear and angular momenta can be obtained
from PN solutions. The total traceless conformal extrinsic curvature is Ãij1 + Ã
ij
2 . In
addition, also compute the conformal Hamiltonian density r̃H = (r̃ + p̃)Wui.
6. Solve the Hamiltonian constraint for conformal factor using the method illustrated
in [111]. Compute the ADM variables gij, Kij using conformal relations. For gauge
conditions, we adopt the same condition as in binary black hole where a = y 2 and
initial shift to 0.
7. To compute the hydro variables, invert the conformal transformations of momentum
and Hamiltonian density using equations 2.30, 2.31. Using relations W = W̃ and
uiui =  1, solve for pressure and compute rest mass density using equation of state.
Four velocity can then be determined from momentum density equation 2.29.
8. Compute the new Christodoulou mass M̂(i)h if black hole, and rest mass M̂(i)o if star.
For black hole, it is possible to define a local concept of mass measured at the asymp-
totically flat regions of the puncture which resemble the ADM mass of an isolated
black hole [111, Equation 83]. For neutron stars, the situation is more complex as
such measurements are not possible. There exist two definitions for mass of isolated
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and the ADM mass




In order to keep consistency with BBH, we define the new mass of star as M̂(i)S =
xM̂(i)o where x = M(i)A /M(i)o . Here, M(i)A (M(i)o ) represents the ADM (rest) mass of
star in isolation while M̂(i)o represents the rest mass of star (when part of the binary).
9. Recompute the new mass ratio q̂ and total mass M̂ in terms of M̂(i)h and/or M̂(i)S . If
the total mass and mass ratio vary from desired values by more than given tolerance,
modify the puncture mass and central density using secant algorithm. Repeat from
step 5.
2.3.5. CODE MODIFICATION AND INITIAL DATA PIPELINE -
To implement the above method, Michael Clark developed an initial data library using
the available infrastructure of Maya code, which handled different steps in initial data
construction. Let’s look at various pieces (called thorns) of this library -
1. Post Newtonian Calculation - The computation of linear and angular momenta of
the binary in Step 2 is achieved using PNevo code developed by James Healey.
2. BowenID - This thorn sets up the initial model of the star and black hole and com-
putes solution for momentum constrains and conformal Hamiltonian density (Step
4 and 5).
3. TwoPuncturesSolver - A modified version of TwoPunctures, it solves the Hamilto-
nian constraint for conformal factor y using the spectral method using solutions of
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Ãij and r̃H from BowenID. It then interpolates y from spectral to Cartesian grid and
computes the ADM variables gij, Kij, a, bi. (Step 6)
4. PrimitiveSolver - Using the ADM variables computed in TwoPuncturesSolver and
hydro variables of TOV from BowenID, it reconstructs the hydro variables using
inverse conformal transformation (Step 7).
5. Broyden - This thorn iteratively computes the initial data using BowenID, TwoPunc-
turesSolver and PrimitiveSolver and alters the central density of star and puncture
mass of black hole until the desired configurations are achieved (Step 8).
The above library provides all the necessary tools to generate the initial data for a mixed
binary system. The code works almost flawlessly and is extremely fast in computing the
initial data for desired configuration. However, there are a few problems with this in-
frastructure. The architecture and design of the original code is quite complex and lacks
modularity. In particular, the equation of state is hard coded to a polytropic model which
restricts including any additional physics. The base model construction of the isolated
compact objects, and computation of the source functions in BowenID is performed in a
nested structure of dependent classes which makes adding any new model difficult due
to the inbuilt assumptions of each class. The present code also inherits from Whisky (hy-
dro evolution code) which generates dependencies between the two thorns rendering it
non-usable with other GRMHD codes. The Broyden method itself does not guarantee con-
vergence and can fail for a certain guess of puncture mass and central density of stars.
Lastly, the constructed parameter file from this method is non-optimized, which increases
the computational cost of evolution significantly. This is a major issue for mixed binary
systems whose simulations require additional refinement levels and higher resolutions
than a BBH or DNS simulation due to the differences in the size and type of objects. These
issues combined with the lack of documentation of these codes make the simulations of
mixed binaries extremely challenging for any new user.
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To simplify these problems, we modified the current infrastructure and heavily auto-
mated the process of initial data generation. As a first step, we rewrote the BowenID code
into two different thorns - SourceProfile and MomentumConstraintSolver, which decou-
ples the source modeling from the computations of source functions, extrinsic curvature
and Hamiltonian density. The source profile simplifies the class structure into a base class
which describes a common property for each source object and a model class for each
type of object (like black hole and TOV). The assumption of a polytropic equation of state
is completely replaced by computing pressure and density using user-defined equation
of state models. At present, polytropic and piecewise polytropic models are supported
but can be easily extended to tabulated realistic equation of state models. Decoupling
BowenID also gives us more flexibility to modify the conformal transformations or ini-
tial data method without affecting the source construction. We note that this work was
done in parallel with the current simulations and hence has not been used for simulations
presented in this work but has been tested separately.
To generalize the code to publicly available GRMHD codes, we removed the depen-
dencies from Whisky Hydrobase code and generalized it to Einstein Toolkit [144]. Such a
change makes it compatible with most other open source codes like GRHydro [155] and
IllinoisGRMHD [156] which use the hydrodynamics architecture of Einstein toolkit. This
required some upgrades primarily in PrimitiveSolver and Broyden. As a test, we per-
formed a few simulations with IllinoisGRMHD and ran comparisons with our hydro code.
To handle the failures of Broyden method and ensure its convergence, we introduced an
additional step in initial data construction method. As a quasi-Newtonian method, the
convergence of Broyden depends strongly on the function and derivative values at the
starting point. As the current approach lacks a way to specify the initial guess for central
density for Broyden method, we compute the central density of a static TOV with desired
target mass using iterative scheme which is then used as the initial guess for Broyden
Solver. This minor change not only ensures convergence but also reduces the number of
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solver iterations thus decreasing the computation time for initial data. It also ensures that
the constructed initial data models a TOV star which lies on the stable branch of mass-
density curve [135] .
A common issue with numerical relativity simulations is choosing the parameters for
each thorn. For someone interested in astrophysics rather than code development, using
NR software as a black box can be extremely difficult due to the sheer number of modules
(thorns) and the corresponding sets of parameters required in a single simulation. The lack
of documentation adds to the challenges making it harder to perform new simulations. Al-
though the default settings works well for most of the parameters, one still needs to select
the relevant thorns, desired outputs and adjust the grid structure and boundaries, set the
trackers, initial data and evolution methods, and calibrate the relevant quasilocal proper-
ties and gravitational waves thorns. Ill-conceived parameters can lead to non-convergence,
low resolution, long simulation timescales or systematic errors, which can make it harder
to trust the results. Hence, to minimize the user burden and improve the computational
speed, we constructed separate scripts which can allow users to build an optimized simu-
lation configuration (parameter file) based on the choice of desired system configuration.
Lastly, to simplify the initial data construction for any new user, we created an automation
pipeline to generate an optimized initial configuration of the simulation by integrating
the libraries of Maya, optimization scripts and initial data modules with a Python-based
front end. At present, the design of the pipeline is kept extremely simple with maximized
automation while ensuring the modularity and user control.
2.3.6. ADVANTAGES AND PROBLEMS -
Bowen-York type method [143] provides an easy and clean approach to solve the initial
data problem for any compact binary system. Extension of analytical Bowen-York so-
lutions makes this method extremely fast and efficient to compute the initial data for a
variety of compact binaries including high mass ratio, spinning and eccentric systems.
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The current design of the pipeline has been highly automatized making it extremely user
friendly while keeping the backend codes modular which allows advance users to easily
modify the pipeline. The code architecture utilizes Cactus framework [157] and hence,
can be easily adapted to other NR softwares and is compatible with other GRMHD codes.
Lastly, the code is convergent and works in principle for any desired configuration unless
restricted by the stellar or BH models. This has usually been a known issue with other
publicly available codes such as Lorene [133] which are not guaranteed to be convergent.
As with any mathematical model, the inherent assumptions made in this approach
make it imperfect and can introduce systematic errors. Let us discuss the scope and limi-
tations of this model -
• Source type - To solve the momentum constraint, we assume the source functions s
and k to have only radial dependence. As the conformal transformations preserve
angles, we inherently assume that source have spherical symmetry in the beginning.
This is not entirely true in general when two objects are placed close to each other. For
example, in case of mixed binary, star close to the black hole will suffer deformations
due to tidal forces, excluding which results in density oscillations. Similar problems
arise from artificially boosting a star. These issues are further discussed in the next
chapter.
• Equation of State - The conformal transformations of r and p inherently assume that
the pressure is a linear function of the density which places additional constraints on
the equation of state models. Unfortunately most equation of state models are non-
linear and hence, extending this approach to other equation of state models result
in violation of at least one such transformations. Fortunately, such violations do
not affect the solution significantly for our current equation of state which can be
measured by the constraint equations. However, this needs to be checked for every
equation of state model before extending the model.
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• Conformal Flatness - The simple assumption of using flat metric as an initial guess
for conformal metric results in a burst of spurious radiation which can alter the
masses and spins of the binary. These changes from initial configuration can lead
to variations in the gravitational wave signatures [158].
• Gauge Conditions - A common problems with CTT method is finding the optimal
gauge which leads to smooth evolutions without any gauge artifacts. While various
possible gauge conditions have been proposed for binary black holes [104], their di-
rect applications to other systems like NSBH binary result in additional side effects
like center of mass offsets. We go into more detail of center of mass offset in the next
chapter.
2.4. SPACETIME EVOLUTION - BSSN FORMALISM
With initial data in hand, it is now possible to evolve the spatial hypersurface as a function
of time to understand the dynamics of binaries. However, ADM equations 2.11, 2.12 in
their present form are weakly hyperbolic and not well posed [135–137]. In other words,
the solutions of ADM equations can grow exponentially with time which may cause prob-
lems with numerical evolutions of the system . One of the primary cause of this is the
presence of mixed derivatives in Ricci tensor in addition to Laplace like operator of form
g
kl
∂k∂lgij which weakens the hyperbolicity of evolution equations. BSSN formalism [104]
provides an alternative method to solve this problem by treating the connection tensors as
new variables. Such a change allows the elimination of the mixed double derivative terms
making the system strongly hyperbolic. In addition, it also exploits the CTT approach
to isolate the longitudinal (non-radiative) degrees of freedom from transverse (radiative)
components by keeping the evolutions of the conformal factor and trace of curvature in-
dependent from the metric and curvature.
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We will now focus on BSSN-Chi formulation of this approach [159, 160] which is pri-
marily used for this work. We start by constructing a new map from physical to conformal
space. Under this transformation, the conformal metric is given by ĝij = cgij 1 where
c = g 1/3 = exp( 4f) is a C4 class function at the puncture. Here again we assume ĝ = 1
(in Cartesian coordinates). The traceless extrinsic curvature in conformal space takes the




. Notice that this transformation differs from one
employed in the initial data. In terms of these new variables, the ADM equations can be
written as:
∂tĝij =  2aÂij + Lbĝij (2.44)





























+ bi∂iK + 4pa(r + S) (2.47)
Here, TF refers to the trace-free part of the tensor and L
b
is the Lie derivative operator
along shift vector ba. The trace-free Ricci tensor is given by RTFij = Rij   gijR/3. Ricci
tensor can be split into two parts Rij = R̂ij + R
f
ij which isolates terms with f dependence
given as -
Rfij =  2D̂iD̂jf   2ĝijD̂kD̂kf + 4D̂ifD̂jf   4ĝijD̂kfD̂kf (2.48)
R̂ij =  12 ĝ
lm







The covariant derivatives Di are in physical space while D̂i are defined in conformal space
with respect to ĝij. The connection terms in conformal space takes the form of Ĝi = ĝjkĜijk =
1We replace tilde with hat to distinguish between conformal transformations used in initial data and evo-
lution equations
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Âij = bk∂k Âij + Âik∂jbk + Âjk∂ibk   23 Âij∂kb
k (2.52)
In addition to the above equation, one can also exploit the gauge freedom to relate the
coordinates between adjacent time-slices. We adopt “1+log” slicing condition for lapse
and G-driver condition to determine the shift vector, given as [160, 161]
∂ta = b
i







∂tBi = bj∂jBi + ∂tĜi   bj∂jĜi   2Bi (2.55)
These gauge conditions have many desirable properties. The “1+log” condition is a special
case of maximal slicing condition defined by K = ∂tK = 0. Divergence of normal vectors
vanishes in this gauge (rana =  K = 0) and hence, normal observers do not contract to
a point which avoids formation of coordinate singularities. Gamma driver condition is an
extension of Gamma-freezing condition, which is a simpler version of the minimal distor-
tion gauge. These gauge conditions focus on eliminating the fluctuations in the conformal
metric due to coordinates by minimizing its time variation, i.e., ∂jũij = 0 where uij is the
time derivative of the metric as defined in CTS method.
Boundary conditions - We adopt the standard Sommerfield radiative boundary conditions
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[160], [162] which assumes that all field variables propagate as outgoing spherical waves
near the boundaries whose behavior is given by -
L = L• +
1
r
Q(r   vt) (2.56)
Here, L are the field variables or their components and L• corresponds to their asymptotic
values. Q is a radial perturbation propagating at speed v. The above equations form a
complete system in the absence of matter. However, in the presence of matter, we also need
to solve the hydrodynamics equations to correctly determine the energy and momentum
densities and stress energy tensors at any point of time. Let’s look at these in the next
section
2.5. HYDRODYAMICS
In addition to solving Einstein’s equation, the presence of matter also requires that the
continuity equation and the conservation of matter current remain satisfied. In covariant
form, these equations are given by -
r
µ
Tµn = 0 (2.57)
r
µ
Jµ = 0 (2.58)
Our numerical hydrodynamics is based on the public version of Whisky code designed
by the researchers at AEI and collaborators [163]. Whisky adopts Valencia formulation
to express these equations in flux-conservative form in terms of conservative variables
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defined as
D ⌘ pgroW (2.59)
Si ⌘ pgaT0i (2.60)
t ⌘ pga2T00   D (2.61)
Here, a2T00 is just the Hamiltonian density rH. In terms of these variables, equation 2.57
and 2.58 can be expressed as
∂tQ + ∂jF



























where vi = ui/ut is the three velocity of fluid particles in the frame of the coordinate

















As the flow of fluid is affected by the geometry of spatial slices which are dynamically
changing, these equations need to be solved iteratively along with BSSN equations. This
is achieved by the method of lines which transforms the partial differential equation as
an ordinary differential equation in time by integrating over space. To solve the resulting
equations at any timestep ti, the code first reconstructs the conservative variables from
primitive variables (ro, e, vi) and the source quantities S. The computation of flux vector
F requires solving the Riemann problem at each cell boundary where the center of each
cell is a grid point. It is then possible to integrate equation 2.62 over time to obtain the
conservative variables in the next time step which can be used to reconstruct primitive
variables. While Whisky provides various methods for reconstruction, we adopt Piecewise
Parabolic method [164] for our work based on the results in [163]. For solving Riemann
problem, we use Marquina flux formula [165]. In present form, our code (including initial
data and hydro code) only supports gamma law which primarily restrict our study to
this equation of state. We note that more advanced hydrodynamics evolution codes have
become publicly available with support for larger family of equation of states [155], [156].
2.6. QUASILOCAL MEASUREMENTS
While the solutions of spacetime and hydrodynamical variables tell us about the changing
geometry of spatial hypersurface and matter flow with time, they do not provide direct an-
swers about the astrophysics of the system. But, these solutions are sufficient to construct
the physical variables of interest. Here, we provide information about various tools used
to track the properties of the system.
Tracking Black Hole and Neutron stars - To use the moving box mesh refinement method, we
need to provide a tracker to follow each of the grid centers as the system evolves with time.
We choose the grid centers to be at the center of each compact object (center of mass for a
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star and puncture location for a black hole). The black holes are traced using equation 2.46
evaluated at the puncture which yields ∂txip =  bi(xip) [159]. For neutron stars, we track
the center of mass of the star using VolumeIntegrals_GRMHD thorn [144] and separately
with MinSearch thorn which searches for maximum density within a sphere of radius R.
Mass of Compact Objects - One of the quantities of interest are the masses of individual ob-
jects. For black holes, we use Apparent Horizon Finder thorn developed by Thornburg
[166] which searches for marginally outer trapped surfaces (MOTS). The irreducible mass
can then be determined from surface area A of the MOTS as pA/16p. For neutron stars,
we again use VolumeIntegrals thorn which integrates over density of a given spherical re-
gion to provide the rest mass of the stars. One of the limitations of this method is that the
integration requires the assumption of the star being enclosed in a sphere which does not
hold true close to its disruption as matter flows out of the region.
Rest Mass Outside the Horizon - To compute the rest mass outside the horizon, we use
VolumeIntegrals thorn which integrates the rest mass density outside a sphere of radius r.
As the sphere’s radius cannot be changed during the evolution, we assume remnant black
hole radius is less than 1.5M. This mass also contains the mass of artificial atmosphere.
Hence, the true mass outside the horizon is computed by removing the initial mass of the
atmosphere at any point of time Mr(t) Matm where Mr(t) is the rest mass outside the
horizon at any time t and Matm is the mass of artificial atmosphere at the initial time given
by Matm = Mr(t = 0) M⇤.
This is an approximate methods based on the assumption that the radius of the final
black hole horizon can be treated as roughly constant during the merger and ringdown,
the mass of artificial atmosphere does not change by a large proportion, the horizon size
is constrained to be less than 1.5M and any matter within region of 1.5M outside the hori-
zon does not contribute significantly to the accretion disk mass. As will be seen in the
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follow up chapters, these methods yield good results for accretion disk mass for low mass
ratios in comparison with previously published works though there are systematic effects
at higher mass ratios due to the above assumptions. A more ideal way would use the sur-
face of horizon from Apparent Horizon Finder as the region of integration to determine
the matter content inside and outside the black hole. Further, to compute the mass of ac-
cretion disk and dynamical ejecta, we can follow the approach of [167, 168] to distinguish
between the bound material and ejecta and use it to calculate mass of the accretion disk
and ejecta.
Quasilocal Measures - Black hole in the perturbed state can carry additional moments of
mass and spin. Schnetter et.al [144] developed QuasiLocalMeasures thorn which provides
the functionality to measure these moments using the isolated and dynamical horizon for-
malism [145, 169]. These will be useful to understand how the horizon structure differs
between binary black hole and neutron star black hole systems close to the merger.
2.7. GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION
One of the primary goals of numerical relativity is to model the gravitational wave signa-
tures from different sources. In the wavezone, the spacetime can be treated as perturba-
tions of Minkowski background and the metric can be written as gab = hab + hab where hab
are gravitational perturbations. Under the assumption of weak perturbations |h| << 1,
Einstein’s equations reduce to the wave equations given by
rcrcĥab = 0 (2.66)
where
ĥab ⌘ hab   habhcc/2
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Here, we have adopted Lorentz gauge condition ∂aĥab = 0 and transverse traceless (TT)
conditions ĥa0 = 0, ĥaa = 0 to fix the coordinate choice. This leaves us with two independent




















To compute the gravitational wave strain, we adopt Newman-Penrose formalism [104]. In
this method, Weyl curvature tensor can be expressed in form of five complex scalars by
contracting it with suitably chosen null tetrad [170, 171] . Of particular interest among
these is Y4 defined as
Y4 =  (4)Cabcdkam̄bkcm̄d (2.68)
Here, Cabcd is the Weyl tensor, ka and la are ingoing and outgoing null vector and m̄a is
a unit norm complex conjugate constructed from two spatial vectors orthogonal to null
vectors ka and la. In the radiation zone, as the spatial metric is asymptotically flat, hence
under linear approximation and TT gauge, Riemann tensor is related with gravitational
wave strain defined as h = h+ + i h⇥. Exploiting this relationship, it can be shown that
Y4 = ḧ+   iḧ⇥ (2.69)
To compute Y4, we use the WEYLSCAL4 module from Einstein Toolkit [162, 172] which
evaluates this quantity at every gridpoint. To separate this gridfunction in different modes,
Y4 is projected on the spherical detector and expressed in terms of spin-weighted spherical







 2Yl m(q, f) (2.70)
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For this, we use Maya thorn Ylm_Decomp which is analogous to Multipole thorn from
Einstein Toolkit. With Y4 in hand, it is possible to compute the strain h with simple time
integration. However, this approach has shown to cause artificial non-linear drift of the
waveform as shown by [173]. This is primarily due to integration of high frequency noise
which does not average out to zero appearing as low frequency modes. An alternate ap-
proach would be to perform the integration in frequency domain using Fourier transforms.
Though this works better than time integration, it still suffers from Gibbs phenomenon and
spectral leakage due to finite length of the waveform 2. To tackle this issue, we follow the
Fixed Fourier Integration (FFI) method developed by Reisswig et.al. This method follows
the Fourier integration method where each integration introduces a factor of 1/w in the
signal. To tackle unphysical low frequency modes for artificial noise, it constraints the
frequency factors in the denominator to have a minimum expected value for each gravita-
tional wave mode.
2.7.1. RADIATED QUANTITIES
As the binary coalesces, a significant amount of energy and momentum is lost to the grav-
itational waves. From the conservation of ADM energy and momentum, measuring these
quantities can provide us more details about the black hole kicks, mass of accretion disk,
and spin of the final black hole. [174] came up with different methods to measure these
quantities using Y4 and gravitational wave strain h. Here, we adopt the following formula
2Due to presence of junk radiation, the initial part of Y4 is contaminated and hence, needs to be removed.
This abrupt start of the waveform can lead to Gibb’s phenomenon. Though one can smooth out the waveform
with windowing functions, the non-integral number cycles would lead to spectral leakage as signal will leak
to the entire bandwidth.
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Ĵi h ∂th⇤ dW
◆
(2.73)
Here, `i is the direction vector, Ĵi are the angular momentum operators given by
Ĵx =   sin f ∂
q
  cos f  cot q ∂
f
  i s csc q  (2.74)
Ĵy = cos f ∂
q
  sin f  cot q ∂
f
  i s csc q  (2.75)
Ĵz = ∂f (2.76)
Here, s is the spin weight which takes value 2 for h and  2 for h⇤.
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CHAPTER 3
MIXED BINARY SIMULATIONS - MASS RATIO COMPARISON
The coalescence of a neutron star black hole system has a strong dependence on the initial
data. As discussed in chapter 1, two of the key parameters which can determine the fate of
the neutron star are the mass ratio of the binary and the compactness of the neutron star.
Depending on the initial mass ratio and stellar compactness, mixed binary systems can
have a range of remnant states from a tidally disrupted star forming an accretion disk to a
quiet isolated black hole. In the latter case, the system lacks a detectable electromagnetic
signature which makes it harder to distinguish it from a black hole binary. This raises the
questions - what is the difference between a binary black hole and a neutron star black hole
signatures? For which NSBH mergers can we expect electromagnetic signals versus only
gravitational waves? Are the current and future detectors capable to distinguish between
a vacuum binary and a mixed binary?
In this work, we focus our attention on some of these questions using the tools of nu-
merical relativity. Using the initial data formalism described in section 2.2, we present
an independent study of mixed binary mergers to understand the differences between
their dynamics and radiation signatures from a comparable black hole binary system. This
chapter explores the effects of varying mass ratios on mixed binary mergers followed by a
study on the compactness of the neutron star in the followup chapter. We also perform pre-
liminary tests of our current simulations and perform comparisons with some of the well
studied configurations in the works of [85] (including errata), [86], and [94] to showcase
the efficiency of our results. Primary reason to choose these works is due to the similarity
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in the equation of state models. We note that the NR codes are independent and differ in
the initial data, spacetime and hydrodynamical evolution methods. Hereafter, these are
referred as ST-P1, ES-P1, and ES-P2.
In the next sections, we will discuss the simulation setup, convergence results, and
merger dynamics. Section 3.1 provides a description of the initial configuration for the
three cases with a brief summary of numerical infrastructure and grid setup used in the
simulations. This is followed by a resolution study and convergence test in section 3.2. We
then explore the dynamics of the mixed binary and the effects of mass ratio on the source
and remnant properties, gravitational wave signatures and radiated quantities in section
3.3. We will also discuss the differences between these systems and binary black holes with
similar mass ratios.
Units - In this work, we will primarily use the geometrical units in which the speed of
light, c, and Newton’s gravitational constant, G, are set to 1. All dimensional quantities
are expressed in terms of total mass M but we also provide measures in terms of physical
units where necessary. As an exception to this rule, we will make a temporary shift to
polytropic units in section 3.1 for ease of comparison with other works.
Reference and Contribution - This chapter is author’s original work performed in collab-
oration with Dr. Miguel Gracia and Prof. Pablo Laguna. The work was recently submitted
to CQG [175] with some updates.
3.1. INITIAL PARAMETERS AND NUMERICAL SETUP -
Initial Configuration - We consider three different configurations of mixed binaries with
mass ratio 2, 3 and 5, where the mass ratio q is defined as the ratio of ADM masses of the
black hole and neutron star in isolation. This is primarily inspired from a binary black hole
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system. The total mass of the system is chosen to be (1 + q)⇥MS where MS = 1.35M 
is the desired mass of the neutron star when part of the binary. To construct the initial
data, we find the central density rc of an isolated TOV star whose ADM mass MA = MS
and compactness of C = MA/RS = 0.145 where RS is the Schwarzschild radius of the
star. The neutron star is modeled with polytropic equation of state with G = 2 while poly-
tropic constant K = 51.38/(1 + q)2 M2 (or 93.65 M2 ). The black hole has a desired mass
of Mh = qMS and is non-spinning for all the three cases. The binary separation is cho-
sen to be 9M where M is the total mass of each system. Assuming the dynamics can be
well described using post-Newtonian (PN) theory at such large separations, we compute
the linear momentum for each object by solving 3.5 PN equations of motion. Using rg
and Mh as the initial guesses of TOV central density and puncture mass, we construct
the initial data using the method described in chapter 2. Table 3.1 provides further details
about the initial configurations for each case at the completion of Broyden iterations. For
ease of comparison, we have presented the variables in polytropic units (denoted by ¯ )
as followed in other works. Note that our configurations closely mimic models M20.145,
M30.145, and M50.145 in ST-P1 (check table I), models B and A1 in ES-P1, and models A
and D in ES-P2.
Numerical Methods - Using this setup, we can now apply the initial data approach described
in reference [143] (see section 2.2 for details) to find the solution for spatial metric and cur-
vature, gauge and hydrodynamical variables. The system is evolved with MAYA code [143,
176, 177], a local version of Einstein Toolkit [144, 162, 172], using BSSN-Chi formulation
[135, 136, 178] with IV order finite differencing stencil. We use “1+log”slicing with gamma
driver shift condition to determine the gauge functions [159, 160]. The constraints are not
solved separately but its violations are constantly monitored. The hydrodynamical vari-
ables are evolved using Whisky public code [163, 179, 180]. For this work, we use Mar-
quina Riemann solver [181] and Piecewise Parabolic reconstruction method (PPM) [182].
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TABLE 3.1: Initial configuration of mixed binary in polytropic units. q refers to the mass
ratio, C is the compactness of isolated TOV, D̄ is the initial separation, M̄h is Christodoulou
Mass of black hole, M̄A is the ADM mass of isolated TOV, M̄o is the rest mass of isolated
TOV, r̄max refers to the central density of the star in binary at the initial time and MW is the
initial orbital frequency (from PN).
Parameters Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Name q2 q3 q5
q 2 3 5
C 0.1529 0.1536 0.1543
D̄ 3.766 5.022 7.533
M̄h 0.279 0.4185 0.697
M̄A 0.1436 0.1439 0.1543
M̄o 0.1549 0.1553 0.1557
r̄max 0.1381 0.1391 0.1401
MW0 0.0319 0.0318 0.0318
In order to find the black hole, we track the puncture location [159] and also independently
search the horizon using Apparent Horizon Finder thorn developed by Thornburg et al.
[166]. The star is tracked using two separate methods - first by using MinSearch thorn of
MAYA which finds the maximum of central density and second using the VolumeIntegrals
thorn developed by Etienne et al. [144] which follows the center of mass of the star. The
remnant black hole properties including mass, spins and multipole moments are com-
puted using QuasiLocalMeasures thorn by Schnetter et al. [144, 162]. The rest mass of mat-
ter is calculated using VolumeIntegrals thorn. The gravitational wave strain is computed
using Y4 which is measured with WEYLSCAL4 module [144] followed by FFI method il-
lustrated in [173]. To compute the radiated quantities, we follow the method developed in
[174] by integrating Y4.
Grid Structure - We use the moving box mesh refinement approach with cell centered
Cartesian grid structure using Carpet adaptive mesh refinement driver [183]. Black hole
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FIGURE 3.1: 2-norm of Hamiltonian and Momentum Constraints for mass ratio 2 NSBH
with separation of 7M. Blue, orange and green denote three different resolution runs with
643 (low), 963 (medium) and 1443 (high) points on finest refinement level.
and neutron stars are placed on x axis at a separation of 9M s.t. center of mass location co-
incides with the origin. Two grid centers are chosen as the location of puncture and center
of neutron star (denoted by OBH, ONS). For mass ratio q  3 (q > 3), the star is covered
with 7 (8) refinement levels each centered at ONS. The smallest box has the side length
of LNSf = 2.4 ⇤ RNS which is slightly larger than the stellar diameter to account for radial
oscillations. The grid spacing is chosen s.t. stellar radius is covered by 50 points which
translates to dx = 225m in SI units. For every subsequent level, the length is increased by
a factor of two except the last third grid levels where the length is increased by a factor of
four to ensure proper grid resolution at detectors. The grid spacing is uniformly increased
by a factor of two. The same grid structure is also retained for black hole with one or two
additional finer levels s.t. the black hole diameter is covered by at least 50 points. Lastly,
we add another grid center at the origin with the outermost refinement box which remains
fixed for all three cases. Exploiting the reflection symmetry about x-y plane helps in reduc-
ing the number of grid points, which drastically cuts the computation time by a factor of
two.
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. Panel on the right shows the residues between
low (M/32), medium (M/48) and high (M/72) resolution.
3.2. CONVERGENCE STUDY -
Discretization of differential equations results in truncation errors due to approximation of
derivatives using finite difference methods. The accuracy of the resulting solution depends
on the order of the stencil and the resolution of the grid structure. For any grid-dependent
numerical solution f̃ obtained with k order of accuracy [184],





Here, f is the true solution of the continuum equations and C0 is some constant. For most
common grid functions the true solution is not known apriori, and hence to determine k,
we can choose three different resolutions dxl , dxm = dxl/q, and dxh = dxl/q2 in equation








To test the convergence with our new infrastructure, we perform mass ratio q = 2 sim-
ulations at a separation of 7M and compare Y4 and constraint violations. For the lowest
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resolution run (M/32), we select dxl ⇠ 1.2 ⇤ RNS/36 on the smallest refinement level on the
star while dxm (M/48) and dxh (M/72) are chosen with scaling factor of q = 1.5. Additional
refinement levels are added for the black hole due to its smaller size. The grid structure
is setup as previously described and the same numerical methods are used for the evolu-
tion. Figure 3.1 shows the behavior of 2-norm of Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
for three resolutions. The constraints are well behaved through the entire evolution and
improve with higher resolution. The increase in constraint violation post merger occurs in-
side the black hole near the puncture and will not affect the dynamics outside the horizon,
which can be seen from the constraint heat maps in the x-y plane. Since the constraints
are not solved during evolution, the extremely small violations in the constraints serve as
a good check on the consistency of our solution. Figure 3.2 shows the convergence of the
real part of Y224 for the three cases. The results for the three simulations overlap quite well
with each other with residues decreasing with resolution. Using the equation 3.2, we find
that the convergence factor for Y224 is k ⇡ 2.37.
3.3. RESULTS -
3.3.1. ORBITAL DYNAMICS
From the work of Schnetter et al. [145], it has been known that black holes tend to behave
similar to isolated horizons throughout the inspiral regime. The strong self gravitational
fields of these objects make them immune to tidal distortions [185]. In contrast, the effects
of these forces can be dominating on a neutron star which in certain cases can result in its
complete disruption. Thus, there exist fundamental differences between a mixed binary
and binary black hole merger which can be studied using numerical relativity simulations.
Figure 3.3 shows the evolution of the orbital separation for NSBH and BBH binaries.
The longer merger times of higher mass ratio binary systems in this figure can be explained
from the post-Newtonian theory. For compact binary systems, the luminosity and rate of
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FIGURE 3.3: Orbital Separation Evolution for NSBH and BBH systems. The solid and dotted
lines represent NSBH and BBH systems while colors specify the mass ratio. Boxes represent
the tidal radius.
change of radiated angular momentum of gravitational radiation depends on the mass
ratio of the binary as q2/(1 + q)4 for fixed separation [104]. As a result, higher mass ratio
systems dissipate energy and angular momenta at a slower rate. Comparing the separation
curves of NSBH with BBH systems, we find larger deviations in orbital separation for q = 2
case from early inspiral. As mass ratio increases, NSBH resembles closer to the vacuum
binary case. This is also easily visible from the number of orbits and merger time in the
table 3.2. One can intuitively understand this by looking at the tidal radius [104, Eq. 17.19])
and the ISCO radius -
rtid ' 2.4q1/3RS (3.3)
rISCO = 6 Mh (3.4)
For mass ratio q = 2 case, the tidal radius is around 6.6M (or ⇠ 39km) which is
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TABLE 3.2: Merger Statistics Comparison - Here q is the mass ratio, System represents type of
compact binary, N is number of orbits, e is eccentricity, TMerger is the time of merger (retarded
time corresponding to peak of Y4), DMerger is black hole offset from origin at TMerger, and v
f
BH
is the coordinate velocity of the remnant black hole at TMerger.
q System N e ⇥ 10 3 TMerger DMerger v fBH
2 BBH 5.67 6.3 648 0.027 0.006
2 NSBH 3.84 6.8 537 0.746 0.082
3 BBH 6.11 5.5 743 0.058 0.006
3 NSBH 5.05 8.3 662 0.782 0.031
5 BBH 7.32 10.5 957 0.037 0.002
5 NSBH 6.33 9 848 1.03 0.024
larger than the ISCO radius of 4M (or 24km). As a result, mass shedding occurs at sig-
nificantly early duration after 440M of evolution. At this point, tidal forces completely
overpower the star’s gravity which marks the beginning of its disruption phase (⇠ 96M
before merger) as shown in panel (a) of Figure 3.4. This is indicated by the change of ve-
locity field direction within the star. The star loses its structure deforming into a spiral arm
around the black hole which extends to 10M from the origin (panel (b)). About 90% of the
material falls into the black hole within first 100M while the remaining material continues
to expand outwards slowly morphing into an accretion disk. About 500M after the merger,
the accretion disk continues to evolve to final densities 10 4 M 2 ( 1012g/cm3). The situa-
tion is completely different in a BBH case where tidal forces have no visible impact on the
secondary black hole, as a result of which the binary continues to evolve for a longer du-
ration which explains the differences between the orbital trajectories and the merger times
of the two systems.
The dynamics of mass ratio 3 follows a very similar path as mass ratio 2, however, the
disruption occurs very close to ISCO in this case as shown in figure 3.5. As a result, more
than 95% of the star is consumed by the black hole at the merger, leaving lower density
material for the disk formation. Due to the larger gravitational field of the black hole and
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FIGURE 3.4: Contour plots of rest mass density for q = 2. Black hole is represented by
black circle with white boundary. The initial central density of star is close to 0.14/M2 (9.1⇥
1014g/cm3). From top left, panel (1) shows the beginning of mass dissipation about 96 M
before the merger. Panel (2) shows the stellar disruption at the time of merger. Panel (3)
represents the circularization stage of matter around the black hole about 100M after the
merger and panel (4) shows the final state of accretion disk 500M after the merger.
reduced angular momentum transport, most of the matter is gravitationally bound and is
quickly accreted on the black hole leaving a tenuous accretion disk behind with densities
⇠ 10 6M 2(1010g/cm3).
The merger of mass ratio 5 system is in complete contrast to the above scenarios. With
the increase in BH mass, ISCO orbit grows at much higher rate in comparison to the tidal
radius. For a compactness of C ⇠ 0.15, rISCO exceeds rtid for q & 4.3. Thus, for mass ratio 5
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FIGURE 3.5: Contour plots of rest mass density for q = 3. Panel (1) shows the tail formation
at 78M before the merger which leads to partial disruption of star as shown in the panel (2)
at the time of merger. Panel (3) shows the circularization phase 30M after the merger. Panel
(4) depicts a low density accretion disk 500M after merger.
case, star remains almost intact by the time it reaches ISCO radius of ⇠ 5M (⇠ 60km). As
a result, the beginning of disruption occurs only 45M prior to the merger as can be seen in
panel 1 of figure 3.6. Before the star can be completely disrupted, 99% of the stellar core has
already fallen into the black hole within the first 20M of the merger which is followed by
a rapid accretion of almost all the remaining material within 100M after the merger. This
leaves a vacuum-like remnant state with extremely low atmospheric densities without any
electromagnetic signature, which makes it almost indistinguishable from a BBH. Similar
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FIGURE 3.6: Rest mass density contour plots for q = 5. Labeling scheme remain same as
3.4. Panel (1) shows the stellar structure 45M before merger while Panel (2) corresponds
to merger. Most of the stellar material is already fallen into star with a very weak tail like
structure. This leftover material is quickly absorbed by the black hole within 50M after the
merger (panel 3) and hardly any material is left roughly 500M after the simulation (panel 4).
results were also reported in ST-P1, ES-P1, and ES-P2.
3.3.2. QUASILOCAL QUANTITIES
Stellar Mass - For all the three mass ratios, the stellar mass remains fairly stable through-
out the inspiral. Fluctuations in the central density (discussed further in section 3.3.4)
introduce small variations in the stellar mass with errors of about 1% with respect to the
the initial value. During the inspiral regime, small amounts of material with densities
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TABLE 3.3: Quasilocal Properties Comarison - Here q is the mass ratio, System Type repre-
sents type of compact binary, M(R)I is irreducible mass of remnant black hole, M
(R)
h is horizon
mass of remnant, Mr>rBH is the rest mass of matter outside BH, a
(R) is the dimensionless spin
of the remnant, and t22 and f
qnm
22 are the damping time scale and quasinormal frequencies
for (2,2) mode based on the accuracy of linear fits.
q System M(R)I M
(R)





2 BBH 0.9073 0.9598 0.617 11.6244 0.0831
2 NSBH 0.8984 0.9658 0.0192 0.683 9.4548 0.0883
3 BBH 0.9319 0.9712 0.5405 11.4404 0.0779
3 NSBH 0.9308 0.974 0.0113 0.563 11.3218 0.0783
5 BBH 0.9598 0.9823 0.4166 11.2875 0.0719
5 NSBH 0.9603 0.9834 0.0024 0.4203 11.0844 0.0715
r < 10 5rNSmax dissipates into the atmosphere some of which gets absorbed by the black
hole while remaining ejecta escapes the system. The mass of the dynamical ejecta is found
to be almost negligible (10 4M) during this period. As the star reaches closer to the black
hole, the star’s self gravity becomes weaker in comparison to the tidal force of the black
hole which marks the beginning of its disruption phase.
BH Mass and Spins - The growth of black hole mass and spin is directly related to the ex-
tent of stellar disruption in a mixed binary system. The left panels of figure 3.7 show a
comparison of the irreducible mass and spin of the black hole in NSBH cases, while panels
on the right show their rates. Dashed lines represent the remnant black hole mass and spin
in corresponding BBH cases. For q = 2, the black hole has an extended period of growth
till the end of the simulation, reaching the peak growth rate after the “merger” 1. This is
in sharp contrast to the BBH case where the remnant black hole mass and spin increase
1In a vacuum binary, the merger is marked by a sudden appearance of common horizon of the remnant
encapsulating the initial binary as marginally outer trapped surfaces. The appearance of this surface is fol-
lowed by peak of Y4 in the retarded time domain. In contrast, the merger time in mixed binary systems is not
well defined. Here, the stellar material is absorbed by the black hole continuously over a course of time. As
a result, in this work, we define the “merger” time in mixed binary as the retarded time corresponding to the
peak of (2, 2) mode of Y4.
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almost instantaneously and the maximum growth rate appears before the peak of Y4 in re-
tarded time. The smaller mass and spins in the NSBH case at the time of merger is due to
the presence of an additional dissipation channel in form of matter outflow which also car-
ries away energy and angular momentum from the system along with gravitational waves.
However, unlike gravitational waves, most of the matter remains bound to the black hole
and falls back leading to an increase in its mass and spin. The dissipation in matter chan-
nel decreases with lower degree of tidal disruption leading to a more BBH like behavior in
NSBH systmes. This is reflected in the mass ratio 3 NSBH case where the mass and spin
growth rates peak before the merger. However, the black hole continues to grow for a long
period due to matter accretion. The growth of the black hole is highly accelerated for mass
ratio 5 mimicking close to BBH case as seen in figure 3.7. The final BH absorbs 99% of
stellar material within just 20 M of evolution time and the mass and spin become almost
constant.
Table 3.3 compares the mass of the final black hole between BBH and NSBH cases for
different mass ratios. It can be seen that for non-spinning mixed binaries, the black hole
mass is significantly closer to the BBH case with less than 1% difference in the final val-
ues. Comparison with SH-P1 and ES-P1 shows agreement in the results with errors of
⇠ 0.5%. The net change in black hole mass is smaller than the rest mass of the star, similar
to the BBH case (with secondary black hole). This additional energy from the neutron star
dissipates into the radiated gravitational waves, accretion disk, and dynamical ejecta. In
contrast to mass, the spin of the remnant hole is significantly higher in mixed binaries com-
pared to BBH cases, with differences ranging from 1%   10%. Due to the disruption of the
star, the radiated angular momentum in gravitational waves is significantly reduced and
is distributed between the accretion disk and remnant black hole. In addition, the infalling
material from the accretion disk further enhances the black hole spin in disruption scenar-
ios. Again, our results for spins are in good agreement with reference studies of Shibata et
al. and Etienne et al. within errors of < 0.5%.
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FIGURE 3.7: Change in black hole mass and spin near the merger. Panels on the left show
the change in irreducible mass and z-component of spin from the initial value while panels
on the right show their rates. Time is centered at the peak of y4 in retarded frame
Rest Mass Outside the Horizon - From the rest mass density contour plots in figures 3.4
and 3.6, we saw that tidal disruption of the star can lead to the formation of an accretion
disk for low mass ratio binaries. However, formation and evolution of these disks can
vary significantly across the mass ratio. To understand their evolution, we evolved the
remnant around 500M after the merger for each mixed binary system and tracked the
mass of matter outside the horizon using VolumeIntegrals thorn as explained in 2.6.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of fractional mass outside BH horizon for mass ratio
q = 2, 3, 5. The mass outside the black hole is extremely small in all three cases and de-
creases as the black hole mass is increased. For mass ratio q = 2, 90% of stellar mass falls
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into the black hole within first 100M of the merger which is followed by a slow accretion
process. As the disk evolves, matter continues to accrete on the black hole leaving behind
0.052Mo or 0.078M  of matter outside the horizon after 500M of merger. The correspond-
ing value predicted by SH-P1 is roughly 0.06Mo.
Mass ratio q = 3 follows similar trail as q = 2 case, although the dynamics of disk evo-
lution varies between the two. During the first 100M of evolution, black hole has already
consumed 94% of stellar material and we are left with extremely low density accretion disk
which is continuously getting devoured by the black hole. By the end of the merger, the
rest mass of remaining material outside the black hole is reduced to 3.1% of Mo. SH-P1
predicts these values to be 4.7% of Mo while ES-P2 predicts 3.9% of Mo.
FIGURE 3.8: Rest mass outside the black hole scaled with initial rest mass of star.
Dynamics of q = 5 is significantly different with only partial disruption of star towards
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the end of inspiral. As a result, 99% of star is already devoured by the black hole in first
20M of merger, barely leaving any material to form a disk. The remaining material either
falls into the black hole or escapes as a dynamical ejecta with no accretion disk at the end
of the merger. The sudden increase followed by a sharp fall in the mass of disk outside at
t = 0 is due to the use of fixed radius spheres as an approximation for horizon. At the time
of merger, horizon radius is still smaller than 1.5M and hence, some matter is able to flow
out which leads to sudden increase in the mass. The mass of matter outside the black hole
in this case is about 0.0025M0 or 3.4 ⇥ 10 3M . The mass found by SH-P1 in this case is
4 ⇥ 10 4Mo and by ES-P2 is 8 ⇥ 10 3Mo.
Due to higher atmospheric densities, lower finite differencing order, and approxima-
tion on the horizon radius, our results are typically lower than SH-P1 or ES-P2. We note
that the errors between SH-P1 and ES-P2 is also quite large for the highest mass ratio case.
For better results, we need more accurate methods to compute the mass of matter.
3.3.3. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES -
While most of the above comparisons are based on the local measurements of the system,
in reality, such measurements are not directly possible. Fortunately, the dynamics of these
system leave their imprint on the spacetime perturbations which can be observed in our
detectors as gravitational wave signatures.
In figure 3.9, we show the real part of (2,2) mode of Y4 for mixed binaries and vac-
uum binaries. The solid lines show NSBH signals while dashed lines correspond to BBH.
Plots in the inset show the overlap between the two signals during the inspiral phase. We
observe that the merger times are smaller for NSBH systems compared to BBH while the
gravitational waves are emitted for longer duration for the higher mass ratio case. This
can be explained using post-Newtonian theory according to which the orbital decay accel-
eration depends on the tidal deformability of the system and hence, will decay faster for
mixed binary systems due to non-zero tidal deformability [186]. As a result, NSBH systems
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FIGURE 3.9: Comparison of (2,2) mode Re(Y4) between BBH and NSBH systems across the
mass ratio. Panels from top to bottom correspond to mass ratio 2, 3, and 5 case. Figure in the
inset show the initial few cycles. From the inset figures, we find larger match between NSBH
and BBH waveforms for q = 5 compared to q = 2
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FIGURE 3.10: Comparison of |Y4| between BBH and NSBH systems across the mass ratio.
While the amplitude of BBH systems decrease with increasing mass ratio, reverse trend is
observed for mixed binary.
will emit gravitational waves at a faster rate leading to early mergers. As the mass ratio
increases, the two systems behave more alike with better overlaps. The left panel of figure
3.10 shows the Y4 amplitude of (2,2) mode during the late inspiral to ringdown phase. The
amplitude for BBH systems is the highest for q = 2 binary and tends to decrease as the
mass ratio increase. This is consistent with post-Newtonian theory according to which the
luminosity of the gravitational wave depends on the mass ratio as q2/(1+ q)4. In contrast,
the growth of the amplitude shows an inverse trend in NSBH systems as a function of mass
ratio. For low mass ratio mixed binaries, the neutron star is completely disrupted before
the merger which reduces the net quadrupole moment of the system. As the mass ratio
increases, a bulk of the stellar mass falls into the black hole at the merger over a narrow re-
gion of horizon surface, generating stronger deformations. This increases the quadrupole
moment of the system leading to larger amplitudes of Y4.
The continuous perturbations of the horizon structure in low mass ratio mixed binaries
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FIGURE 3.11: Damping Time Scale and QNM frequency
affect the ringdown signals. Uniform influx of material from the disrupted star weakly ex-
cite a combination of quasinormal modes barely providing the black hole time to relax. To
understand the effects of tidal disruption on the ringdown phase, we look at the first three
dominant modes - (2,1), (2,2), and (3,3) after merger. Ringdown signals can be modelled as
A0e t/tlm sin(w
qnm
lm t + f0) (3.5)
where tlm is the damping time scale for (l, m) mode and w
qnm





quasinormal frequency. Figure 3.12 shows the post merger signals of NSBH for the three
modes in amplitude (left panels) and phase (right panels). The linear fits, shown in sold
lines, are obtained from the ringdown studies of Kerr black hole [187]. As seen from the
amplitude and phase plots, the fits in the sold lines do not align well with the data (dashed
lines) for q = 2 mixed binary system. Thus, ringdown signatures are absent in this case
due to unsettled black hole horizon. For q = 3, while the most dominant mode is decaying
exponentially in amplitude, other modes show significant deviations from this behavior.
Mass ratio 5 has a better behavior with ringdown signals present in all the modes. The
oscillations in the amplitude is a systematic effect in this case due to the COM offset and
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not due to matter accretion. These observations lead to two important inferences - first, the
ringdown signatures are affected by the initial configuration due to the differences in the
remnant state. And second, higher modes play an important role to differentiate NSBH
from BBH systems even for high mass ratio binaries. It should be noted that most higher
modes are strongly impacted by numerical noise which makes it difficult to distinguish
between numerical artifacts vs perturbation effects. In table 3.3, we report the values of
f qnmlm and tlm for (2, 2) mode while figure 3.11 show the variation in damping time scales
and quasinormal frequencies across the modes. The values agree quite well with those
predicted by SH-P1. Note of caution - these values are based on the accuracy of linear fits
which are not a good representation of data for low mass ratio mixed binaries.
Strain - Following SH-P1, we define the Fourier spectrum of gravitational waves for l =
|m| = 2 mode as
h̃( f ) =
s
|h̃+( f )|2 + |h̃⇥( f )|2
2
(3.6)
where h̃+( f ) and h̃⇥( f ) are the Fourier transforms of plus and cross polarization of strain
as defined in equation 2.69. Figure 3.13 shows the Fourier spectrum for the BBH and NSBH
cases for all three mass ratios computed at a distance of 100Mpc. The strain is extrapolated
to infinity. The solid line represents the mixed binary waveforms while the dotted line
is the binary black hole. The two systems align well with each other during the early
inspiral at lower frequencies. However, as the system approaches closer to the merger, the
deviations in the spectrum start growing. In particular, the systems with tidal disruption
(mass ratio q = 2, 3) see a continuous decline in Fourier spectrum with an exponential
decay after the cut-off frequency. The behavior changes for the mass ratio q = 5 case where
instead of monotonic decay, the spectrum grows similar to BBH after the mass shedding
frequency followed by an exponential decrease. The cut off frequency in this case is quite
close to the quasinormal frequency as also seen in SH-P1 which explains the absence of
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FIGURE 3.12: Postmerger signal analysis - y4 amplitude and phase for post merger signal.
The first column represents the log of the amplitude and second column shows the phase.
Rows from top to bottom look at (2,1), (2,2), (3,3) and (4,4) modes. Solid lines represents the
linear fit used to compute the time decay factor and ringdown frequency.
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strong stellar disruption in this case.
FIGURE 3.13: Fourier Spectrum of Strain. The solid lines correspond to the NSBH signals
and dotted lines represent the BBH case. Each source is places at a distance of 100MPc in
face on orientation. Results are presented in geometric units for ease of comparison with
SH-P1.
To compare the NSBH waveforms with corresponding BBH cases, we compute the
match between their waveforms including all the modes up to l = 8. The total mass for
BBH and NSBH systems with mass ratio q is (1 + q)⇥MS (where MS = 1.35M  is the
mass of neutron star) and source is placed at a distance of 100MPc. The match is performed
using the pyCBC infrastructure [188] where match between two waveforms is defined as
[189] -
M(q1, q2) = max
fc,tc
D
uBBH(q1), uNSBH(q2)ei(2p f tc fc)
E
(3.7)
where uBBH and uNSBH are the normalized NR waveform templates for the two systems
and qi are the vector of intrinsic parameters. tc and fc are coalescence time and phase. The
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inner product between any two waveforms u1, u2 is defined as
< u1, u2 >⌘ 4Re
Z •
0
ũ⇤1( f )ũ2( f )
Sh( f )
d f (3.8)
where Sh( f ) is the power spectral noise density. Table 3.4 lists the values of mismatch for
the two systems, which is defined as 1   M(q1, q2). The mismatch is computed at three
different inclinations of 0, p/6 and p/3 and two different detectors, Advanced LIGO and
Einstein Telescope (ET). The variations in the inclination allow us to study the impact of
higher order modes and the choice of two different detectors is based on the differences
in their noise sensitivity curve. Due to the low total mass of these systems, the mergers
will typically occur at high frequencies which may fall outside the bandwidth of LIGO.
Einstein Telescope would allow us to observe even the post-merger/ringdown signal in
these cases due to better noise sensitivities at higher frequencies.
Across the detectors, the mismatch is smaller for ET compared to LIGO due to its
smaller noise. For i = 0, the mismatch is highest for mass ratio 2 and declines with in-
crease in the mass ratio. This is consistent with the previous analysis of the (2,2) mode
which is the dominant mode at this inclination. At non-zero inclinations, the contribu-
tions from subdominant modes become important and the differences in higher multipole
moments of the two systems will be mainly reflected in these modes. For i = p/6, the
mismatch value decreases for q = 2 in comparison with its face on configuration (i = 0)
value due to weaker higher order modes in both BBH and NSBH. In contrast, larger mis-
match is observed for q = 3 and q = 5 case at higher inclinations due to the contributions
from higher order modes. The mismatch in mass ratio 5 decreases from 99.54% at face
on orientation to 96% at i = p/6. Things get more interesting for i = p/3 at which point
the contributions of higher modes increase significantly, which leads to a complete change
from the previous trend. The mismatch is smallest for q = 2 and increases with mass ratio
reaching 10% mismatch for q = 3 and 12% for q = 5. This shows the importance of higher
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TABLE 3.4: Mismatch Comparison - This table compares the mismatch between BBH and
NSBH waveforms with mass ratio q for three different inclination angle i and for two differ-
ent detectors. Each waveform includes higher modes till l = 8 and is computed using FFI
method, standardized with mean centering and extrapolated to infinity.
q Detector i = 0 i = p/6 i = pi/3
2 LIGO 0.085 0.076 0.074
2 ET 0.077 0.069 0.067
3 LIGO 0.061 0.073 0.098
3 ET 0.046 0.058 0.081
5 LIGO 0.005 0.04 0.119
5 ET 0.003 0.035 0.107
modes in the study of mixed binaries at high mass ratio.
3.3.4. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
Eccentricity - The apparent differences between BBH and NSBH show the failure of PN
approximation at this separation. This is reflected as early oscillations in the orbital sepa-
ration plots 3.3 at the beginning of the simulations. Using equation 19 from [190], we find
that eccentricities are of the order 10 3   10 2 for both BBH and NSBH cases. Table 3.2
lists the values of eccentricity, number of orbits, and time of merger for each simulation
case. We note that similar eccentricities were also reported in ST-P1.
Junk Radiation - Due to the close resemblance with Bowen-York approach [110], out initial
data shares its flaws with a few additional complications. The prior assumptions of con-
formal flatness makes the system initially unstable and results in a burst of junk radiation
in the beginning of simulation. As shown in reference [158] for BBH case, some of this
radiation is absorbed by the black hole which alters its mass and spin. The effect of junk
radiation on the neutron star is less understood and requires further investigation.
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Density Oscillations - The imperfections in the initial data have more adverse effects on the
neutron star and can artificially excite its quasinormal modes. Due to the assumptions of
conformal flatness, neglect of tidal effects, violations of continuity equation and/or artifi-
cial boost, the star suffers an initial perturbation which results in oscillations in the stellar
density and stellar radius throughout the inspiral. The amplitude of oscillations increases
with mass ratio changing the densities from 18%   30% of the original values. This has
been a known problem with TOV stars [162], binary neutron stars [191] and mixed bina-
ries [100, 192]. However, the star itself remains stable with negligible loss of mass of the
order of 10 4M. The density of the lost mass is smaller than 10 7/M2. As such, the oscil-
lations are not expected to affect the accretion disk mass except for very high mass ratio
cases where the mass and density of the material have comparable values.
The pulsations in the star also affect the gravitational waves as reflected in the oscilla-
tions in the amplitude of (2,2) mode shown in the right panel of figure 3.10. To understand
the effects of the wobbling star, we look at the Fourier spectrum of its central density and




dt , where f
2,2 is the phase of y4. The fre-
quency evolutions of Y4 are extremely noisy due to lower finite difference order, imperfect
boundary conditions, mode mixing and other numerical errors. The emission of junk radi-
ation further adds to the noise before the system settles into a stable evolution. Hence, to
counter these effects we look at a brief window of 200M in the inspiral band after junk ra-
diation has passed. At this point, the star is still further away from black hole which tends
to decrease the effects of tidal forces on the star leading to relatively stable oscillations.
We then use polynomial fitting to isolate the effects of frequency evolution of the binary
from the oscillations and look at the relative oscillation amplitude




remove the side effects of numerical noise, we apply low pass filters removing frequencies
> 6kHz. From figure 3.14, the Fourier analysis of density oscillations reveal the oscillation
frequency in range 1250   1320 Hz which resembles closely to the fundamental f-mode.
The results from wY4 are also of similar order although they are less reliable due to more
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FIGURE 3.14: Density oscillations in neutron star - Panel on the left shows the relative oscil-
lations in the central density of the star as a function of mass ratio. Panel on the right shows
its Fourier transform.
noisy data. The gravitational wave signals from such stars are extremely weak in compari-
son to a mixed binary and their effects are visible only at very high frequencies (> 1000Hz).
As a result, impact of such oscillations on the gravitational wave signatures of the mixed
binary cannot be detected with present detectors and can safely be ignored. We note that
due to limited cycles in the inspiral band, the true oscillations from the tidal effects are dif-
ficult to isolate from the numerical artifacts in the present work. A more thorough analysis
to understand the cause(s) of density oscillations would require longer simulations with
a significantly larger number of inspiral cycles, looking at the density profiles at different
radii and performing a mode by mode comparison with Y4. This will be left for the future
work.
COM Offset - One major issue with our current simulations is the offset in the center of
mass (COM) location. Artificial COM offsets can arise from improper choice of gauge
conditions or problems with the initial data. As can be seen in 3.2, such offsets can be
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significantly large for mixed binary systems and tend to increase with mass ratio. This
can be problematic for systems with higher degree of asymmetry. A common known issue
due to COM offset is mode mixing reflected as oscillations in amplitudes of higher order
modes. To extract Y4 into spin weighted spherical harmonic functions, we set up fixed
spherical detectors centered at the origin of the coordinate system assuming it coincides
with the center of mass. Offset of source from the origin leads to differences in arrival
times of gravitational waves at distinct regions of the detector. Treating these differences
as translations in time [193, 194], it can be shown that the waveform h(t) under translation
 !
a T and boost
 !
b T transforms as






| !a T + !b Tt|2∂2t h
⌘
(3.9)
Boyle et al. [193] studied the effects of the space and time translations, and boosts on gravi-
tational wave strain and showed that such transformations introduce angular dependence
in the coefficients of spherical harmonic functions which leads to coupling between var-
ious l, m modes. The effect of mode mixing on the gravitational waveform is shown in
figure 3.15 as oscillations in the amplitude of different modes. The first panel on the left
shows the oscillations in subdominant modes of NSBH while the second panel compares
two BBH q = 5 simulations with zero and non-zero COM offset.
There are a few different ways to resolve this. The most ideal way will be to improve
the initial data and find an optimal gauge condition which prevents the epicyclic motion
of center of mass. Although non-trivial to find, such gauge conditions can reduce mode
mixing and other artifacts which occurs as a result of COM motion. To fix the current
waveforms affected by the offset, we can pursue the approach developed in [193, 194] for
binary black hole problems. They compute the effects of time and boost translations on
waveform using 3.9 and adjust the waveforms by corresponding factors. This is currently
an ongoing work.
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FIGURE 3.15: Amplitude oscillations due to COM offsets. Panel on left shows dominant and
subdominant modes for NSBH q = 5 while panel on right shows the same for BBH q = 5





One of the problems common to compact binary simulations is junk radiation. This is ar-
tificial radiation present in the system due to the inherent assumptions in the initial data.
As discussed in chapter 2, the initial data problem is not exactly solvable due to higher
degrees of freedom than the constraints. To tackle this, we rely on the CTT method which
uses York-Lichnerowicz approach [195, 196] to fix the unknowns in metric and extrinsic
curvature by assuming conformal flatness, maximal slicing and vanishing transverse cur-
vature components. While the assumption of conformal flatness provides an easy and
clear route to design the initial data, it does not correctly reflect the true state of the sys-
tem. This can be seen from the solutions of single boosted or rotating star or black hole
which are not conformally flat. As an example, let’s consider the Kerr spacetime whose
metric in the Kerr-Schild form can be written as [197] -
gab = hab + 2Hlalb (4.1)
Here, la is a null vector with respect to gab and hab and H is a function of mass, spin and
coordinates. The presence of additional mixed terms on the RHS prevents a conformally
flat solution of Kerr. For a very large separation where tidal interactions are negligible,
each black hole in a compact binary can be approximated as a rotating and/or boosted
black hole and hence, modelling this spacetime with conformally flat initial data will lead
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FIGURE 4.1: Here, we show the (2,2) mode of y4 for a precessing BBH waveform. The noise
in the first 140M of the waveform is due to the junk radiation.
to systematic errors resulting in a burst of spurious radiation.
This burst can affect the source objects and the corresponding gravitational wave sig-
natures. Figure 4.1 show the (2,2) mode of Weyl scalar Y4 for binary black hole case. The
presence of the burst contaminates the initial gravitational wave signal and hence, needs
to be discarded. The artificial radiation can also perturb or be absorbed by the black hole
or neutron star which would affect the source parameters altering the state of the system
from the desired configuration. This begs the question - how small or drastic these changes
can be? In this work, we focus on measuring the effects of junk radiation on binary black
holes using the Georgia Tech BBH simulation catalog [177]. We develop a new method to
provide adjustments in the initial desired configuration by accounting the effects of junk
radiation. Such a change would leave the system with the intended parameters after the
burst. The effect of junk radiation on mixed binaries will be left for future work.
Reference and Contribution: This work is part of the study [158] led by Kenny Higgin-
botham. In this chapter, I present my contribution to this work and some of the results
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FIGURE 4.2: Percent error in the irreducible mass of the black holes for simulations GT0406,
GT0407 and GT0866 due to absorption of junk radiation.
obtained from my analysis.
4.2. BBH WAVEFORM ANALYSIS:
The physical characteristics of each black hole are determined by their mass and spin (mo-
menta controls the eccentricity of the binary) which are hence relevant even from an ob-
servational perspective. As numerical relativity models are used in designing analytical
and phenomenological waveforms, it is important to account for the errors in these pa-
rameters. Hence, we first analyze the effect of junk radiation on these parameters. Figure
4.2 shows the percent error in initial irreducible mass for three GT simulations - GT0406,
GT0407 and GT0866. There is a clear increase in the mass of initial binary during the first
20M of evolution which shows the junk radiation is absorbed by the black hole. Similar
results were found for the spins.
Given the behavior of a black hole as an isolated horizon during the inspiral [145]
and short timescales of changes in its mass and spin, we hypothesize that the interaction
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of black hole with junk radiation in a binary is completely local and independent of its
companion. Hence, it should be possible to measure the resulting changes in BH mass
and spins by studying isolated black holes. To investigate this, we perform numerical
simulations for single isolated black holes constructed using the same initial data method.
To cover the spectrum of BBH configurations, the initial dimensionless spin magnitude,
a = S/M2h, of single black hole ranges from 0 to 0.8 while the speed v = P/Mh covers
the range of 0   0.3. Here, S is the dimensional spin magnitude of the black hole, Mh is
the Christodoulou mass, and P is the magnitude of linear momentum. The spin of the
black hole was chosen to be in z-directions while the velocity was in y-direction to mimic
the non-precessing BBH confgurations. Our results indicate a similar increase in mass and
spin in first 20M of evolution of a single black hole which serves as a good evidence for
our hypothesis.
We can now use the single black hole results to construct fits of mass and spin percent
errors as a function of initial speed and initial spin of the black hole. From our initial
hypothesis, it should then be possible to estimate the changes in mass and spin of the
black holes in BBH systems using these fitting formula.
Plots (A) and (B) in figure 4.3 show the fits as grey surfaces for percentage errors in
the irreducible mass and dimensionless spin of the single black hole as a function of initial
speed and initial dimensionless spin. Blue dots represent the values from the simulation.
Here we have used fifth-order polynomial fits for both mass and spin which can be written
as
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F = c00 + c10a + c20a2 + c30a3 + c40a4 + c50a5
+ c01v + c02v2 + c03v3 + c04v4 + c05v5
+ c11av + c12av2 + c13av3 + c14av4
+ c21a2v + c31a3v + c41a4v
+ c22a2v2 + c23a2v3 + c32a3v2 (4.2)
The coefficients for each case are given in table 4.1. The residuals of the fit are a factor
of 100 smaller than the mass and spin errors as shown in subplots (C) and (D) of the same
figure.
Few interesting relationships can be seen from these fits. First, the percent changes in
irreducible mass are primarily affected by initial black hole spin and have a very weak
dependence on the initial speed. The interaction with junk radiation always leads to an
increase in the mass and the relative change depends on the initial spin of the black hole.
In contrast, the changes in spin show a negative correlation with initial spin and a posi-
tive relationship with the initial speed of the hole which suggests that junk radiation can
decrease the angular momentum of highly spinning black holes. On the other hand, the
angular momentum is increased for black holes with high boost. One can thus find a fam-
ily of cases for which these effects cancel out and there will be no net change in the spin.
These cases are denoted by the black line in Fig. 4.3b. We note that no significant change in
the orientation of the spin was observed, which suggests that only magnitude of the spin
is affected by the junk radiation.
To test our initial hypothesis, we now compare these fits with the changes in irreducible
mass and spin values of each black hole in BBH simulations. From our catalog, due to the




FIGURE 4.3: Percent change in irreducible mass (A) and spin (B) in the single black hole sim-
ulations (blue dots). Two-parameter fits to the data as a function of speed and dimensionless
spin given by Eq. (4.2) are shown as grey surfaces. Residual of each fits are shown in (C) and
(D).
systems. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of single black hole fits of percent change in irre-
ducible mass (subplot (A)) and spins (B) with BBH simulations. The grey surfaces show
the fits from single black hole simulations, the red dots correspond to aligned spins and
turquoise dots correspond to precessing simulations. The residuals (differences between
predicted and true values) are shown in (c) for irreducible mass and (d) for spins. The
higher residuals in this case compared to BBH show the imperfections in our model and
suggest that the interactions between the binaries cannot be completely ignored. For the
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TABLE 4.1: Fitting coefficients for dMi and da in Eq. 4.2.
cij dMi da cij dMi da
c00 -0.09935 0.1294 c40 -65.83 79.59
c10 2.148 -3.169 c31 -4.27 13.47
c01 0.05612 -0.0977 c22 -1.565 -5.56
c20 -14.92 21.01 c13 3.918 -13.17
c11 -0.4674 1.118 c04 -21.74 288.9
c02 -0.6845 7.696 c50 36.64 -40.72
c30 46.3 -61.24 c41 2.524 -7.763
c21 2.386 -7.675 c32 2.931 2.056
c12 -0.2141 2.781 c23 -0.7278 -35.24
c03 5.791 -15.01 c14 -5.623 12.7
c05 29.78 -413.8
irreducible mass, however, these interactions are still weak for both aligned and precessing
which is reflected by low residuals of order O(10 2). The spin residuals are of the order
O(10 1) for v  0.24 but increase in magnitude to O(1). From subplots of spin fits (B) and
residuals (D), it can be seen that the single black hole fits overestimate the changes in spin
magnitudes of black holes with higher initial velocity. This can be explained in the fol-
lowing way - black hole initial momentum increases with the orbital frequency and hence,
will have higher speed for smaller separations. As a reference, the speed of black holes,
v > 0.24 for separations smaller than 10M. At such small separations, the interactions
between two black holes will be non-negligible and hence, cannot be completely ignored.
However, for separations larger than 10M, our initial hypothesis holds well and hence,
the single black hole fits can be used for BBH case which is reflected by low residuals in
irreducible mass and spin percent changes.
4.3. MODIFICATIONS IN INITIAL DATA:
Given the majority of NR simulations fall under the regime where our hypothesis holds
well (i.e., most simulations have an initial separation > 10M), we can use the fits of irre-




FIGURE 4.4: Comparison of SBH irreducible mass error fits (a) and spin error fits (b) with
data from BBH simulations. The red dots correspond to aligned spins and turquoise dots
correspond to precessing simulations. The errors between predicted and true values are
shown in (c) and (d).
in BBH case. Here, we present a simple model to alter the initial mass and spin values
of black holes in a binary such that after the dissipation of junk radiation, the system re-
laxes to the desired configuration. Let M1,2i and a1,2 be the desired irreducible masses and
spins of the black holes we wish to simulate. Let M̄1,2i and ā1,2 represent the altered initial
masses and spins. Our goal is to find M̄1,2i and ā1,2 such that after the end of junk radiation
phase, the mass and spins of black holes are M1,2i and a1,2. This can be achieved by solving
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TABLE 4.2: Mass and spin of BH at the initial time and after the junk radiation has dissipated.
Type t = 0 t > tsp
Mh/M Mi/M a Mh/M Mi/M a
raw 0.4994 0.4736 0.6013 0.5004 0.4744 0.6032
adj 0.4985 0.4729 0.6000 0.4994 0.4736 0.6018
raw 0.4972 0.4430 0.8090 0.5001 0.4471 0.8013
adj 0.4939 0.4387 0.8161 0.4971 0.4431 0.8079
the following equations -
M1,2i = [1 + dM̄
1,2
i (ā
1,2, v1,2)] M̄1,2i (4.3)
a1,2 = [1 + dā1,2(ā1,2, v1,2)] ā1,2 (4.4)
Here, v1,2 = P1,2/M1,2h are the initial speeds of each black hole, and dM̄1,2i and dā1,2i rep-
resent the fractional (not percentage) changes in irreducible mass and spins of the black
holes which can be computed from the fits. The above equations can easily be solved with
Newton’s method or other root finding algorithms.
Let’s consider a few examples where the effects of junk radiation can be relevant. We
consider equal mass high spinning BBH configurations with spins of 0.6 and 0.8 for which
the expected changes in black holes’ masses and spins are significant. Table 4.2 presents the
raw and adjusted values for Christodoulou mass, irreducible mass and dimensionless spin
at the initial time and after the passing of junk radiation, tsp. Here, ‘raw’ type refers to the
desired initial configuration and ‘adj’ type refers to the modified values using equations
4.3. Notice that the mass and spin values for t > tsp in adjusted case match to a good
accuracy with corresponding raw values at t = 0. This shows that our method works as
intended. The modified values are used with post Newtonian method to recompute the
momenta for the new adjusted configurations.
Figure 4.5 presents the comparisons of the (2,2) mode of Weyl Scalar for the four cases
listed in table 4.2. The plots in the top and bottom panels correspond to a ⇡ 0.6 and a ⇡ 0.8
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cases. The dashed blue lines denote the waveform corresponding to the raw initial data,
while the solid orange lines correspond to the adjusted configuration. We see that even
though the signal overlaps well in the early inspiral, the differences in the signals and
merger time for the raw and adjusted configurations increase with the initial spin of the
binary. The resulting differences in the initial momentum explain the differences between
the merger times of the raw and adjusted configurations.
Thus, we find that the effects of junk radiation can alter the initial masses and spins of
the binary and its gravitational wave signatures. For initial separations DNR > 10, such
effects can be assumed to be local to black hole and tidal interactions can be safely ignored.
Using the method developed in this work, it is possible to modify the initial configuration
to account for the effects of junk radiation. It is expected that these methods can also be
applied to the black hole in a mixed binary system. Due to the lack of NSBH simulations,
the effects of junk radiation on a neutron star are more harder to analyse and account and
hence, they will be left as part of future studies.
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FIGURE 4.5: Top panel shows the (2,2) mode of Y4 for equal mass, aligned spin BBH with
a ⇡ 0.6 and the bottom panel shows the same but for a ⇡ 0.8. Blue dashed lines represents
the raw simulation and orange solid waveform depicts the adjusted simulation. Inset zooms
into the junk radiation part of the signal.
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CHAPTER 5
MIXED BINARY SIMULATIONS- COMPACTNESS STUDY
In chapter 3, we investigated the dynamics of mixed binary mergers for various mass ratios
and found a close resemblance between the gravitational wave signatures of these systems
and black hole binaries for higher mass ratio cases. The primary reason of similarity is
due to the nondisruption of the star almost until the merger which leads to stronger exci-
tation of multipole moments of remnant black hole. From equation 3.3, an alternate way to
control the stellar disruption is by varying its size. In this chapter, we focus our attention
on the variation in the compactness of the neutron star and its effects on the gravitational
wave signatures. Compactness of a neutron star is directly related to the equation of state
model and hence, the ability to determine this property can help to constraint the existing
models of the equation of state. However, unlike black holes, the size of neutron stars is
limited by the observational constraints. As a result, the effects of variations in compact-
ness are less pronounced. In this work, we will analyze the dynamics of NSBH mergers for
four different configurations where stellar compactness plays an important role in remnant
formation. Section 5.1, we provide the details of the four initial configurations, followed
by a brief description of modifications to the grid structure. We then look at the dynam-
ics of merger and analyze the source properties. At the end, we inspect the gravitational
wave signatures to find features which can help us distinguish between stars of different
compactness.
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TABLE 5.1: Initial configuration of mixed binary in polytropic units. q refers to the mass
ratio, C is the compactness of the isolated TOV, D is the initial coordinate separation, Mh is
Christodoulou mass of the black hole, MA is the ADM mass of the isolated TOV, Mo is the
rest mass of the isolated TOV, rmax refers to the central density of the star in binary at the
initial time and MW is the initial orbital frequency (from PN)
Models q C D Mh MA Mo rmax MW0
NSBH   C0.12 3 0.123 4.32 0.36 0.124 0.132 0.095 0.032
NSBH   C0.15 3 0.154 5.022 0.418 0.144 0.155 0.139 0.032
NSBH   C0.18 3 0.18 5.472 0.456 0.156 0.171 0.193 0.032
NSBH   C0.20 3 0.20 5.688 0.474 0.162 0.177 0.252 0.032
5.1. INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS
From the Newtonian expressions for mass shedding and ISCO frequency, Taniguchi et
al. [80] obtained the mass ratio-compactness relationship (Figure 5.1) which differentiates
between tidal disruption versus non-disruption cases. Using this as the base model, we
consider four non-spinning configurations of mixed binary with mass ratio q = 3 where
the system transitions from complete disruption to non disruption state. Compactness of
neutron star for resulting configuration varies from 0.12 to 0.2, as shown in figure 5.1. The
choice of parameters is to explore the degree of tidal disruption (for q = 3) and its effects
on source properties and gravitational wave signatures. To construct the initial data, we
begin by choosing the desired mass of TOV is MS = 1.35M . The baryonic mass, Mo,
now varies from 1.43M  to 1.47M  as a function of its compactness. In Schwarzschild
coordinates, the radius of the star in the isolated state ranges from 10km to 17km. We
continue to model TOV using a polytropic equation of state with G = 2 and the polytropic
constant Kpoly can be determined from values of black hole mass in physical and polytropic
units related by Mh = Mh/
p
K where the mass of the black hole in physical units can be
computed as Mh = q ⇤MS. Initially, the binary is separated at a distance of 9M where
M = MS ⇤ (1+ q). Table 5.1 provides a more detailed summary of the initial configuration.
The name of the models represents the system type and the compactness of the star (C).
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FIGURE 5.1: Critical curve based on the Newtonian relationship between mass ratio and
compactness [78, Equation 104] which isolates binaries reaching ISCO versus others suffering
tidal disruption
The initial data setup follows the same method as described in the previous chapter.
We start with the point particle assumption and solve PN equations to compute the mo-
mentum of each particle in the binary. To obtain the initial state of the neutron star, we
set up a static TOV with polytropic equation of state and an initial guess density which is
iteratively evolved to find the configuration with desired masses. Placed at the distance of
9M with momentum computed by post-Newtonian approach, we now solve for the ADM
and hydro variables for this system of a black hole and a neutron star using the method
illustrated in [143]. This is followed by the spacetime and hydrodynamics evolution and
computation of gravitational waves using the machinery described in chapter 2 and sec-
tion 3.1.
Grid Setup: The grid setup follows the method illustrated in section 3.1 but with slight alter-
ations. To ensure uniformity across the runs and avoid any artifacts due to low resolution,
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we implement following three conditions -
• Neutron star is resolved with at least 50 points along the radius or minimum of 230m
of resolution
• Black hole radius is covered with at least 25 points.
• Gravitational wavelength is resolved with at least 50 points.
These conditions are based on the analysis from previous work by other groups (check [78]
for summary). To meet these conditions, we start with 8   9 levels of refinement on the
star. Star is covered by 1003 points except in the case of NSBH-C0.12 where we increase
number of points across the surface to 1303 due to its larger size. The side length of grid
level embedding the star is chosen as 2.4RIso (isotropic radius of the star) to reduce the
errors from stellar oscillations. Additional levels are added on the black hole to ensure
proper resolution of the horizon surface. The size of refinement levels is increased by a
factor of 2 except the one at the beginning of gravitational wave detectors where expansion
factor of four is used to have optimal resolution on the outer grids covering the detectors.
For extracting Y4, we place ten spherical detectors at a distance of 50M to 140M while the
largest refinement has the size of > 250M. The larger size of the outer domain decreases




The effects of compactness of the neutron star on NSBH dynamics are more subtle than
variations in the mass ratio. From Newtonian analysis (equation 3.3), the tidal radius
shows an inverse relationship with the compactness. Thus, reducing the compactness of
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the neutron star can lead to larger tidal radius compared to ISCO, increasing the possibil-
ity of tidal disruption. However, due to the observational constraints on the radius of the
neutron star, the compactness cannot vary to a large extent, keeping the relationship be-
tween tidal and ISCO radius unchanged for q > 5 in the absence of spins. Here, we explore
four different configurations for mass ratio q = 3 where such a switch in the inequality is
possible within the observational radius of the neutron star.
In figure 5.2, we look at the rest mass density contours of the given configurations.
Rows from top to bottom represent the different stages of density evolution for each con-
figuration arranged in increasing order of compactness. The axes show x and y coordinates
in units of total mass M and color bar represents the rest mass density in the same unit sys-
tem. The white circle represents approximate black hole boundary and the red circle cor-
responds to the ISCO radius 1. The tidal radius for models NSBH-C0.12 and NSBH-C0.15
is much larger than ISCO radius, which suggests possible disruption scenarios. During
the early inspiral, the star remains fairly stable without significant dissipation of mass ir-
respective of the compactness. While oscillations in the star due to imperfections in the
initial data can lead to changes of up to 35% in its central density, the mass loss remains
less than 0.2% of initial stellar rest mass. As the star approaches ISCO, the outer layer of
neutron star begins to form a tail of low density matter connecting to the black hole which
suggests the beginning of mass shedding. For systems with low compactness, the Roche
lobe overflow occurs much before the star reaches ISCO. The star slowly deforms assum-
ing a “tear” shaped structure as the tail grows stronger in density with an increased flux of
matter falling on the horizon. As the compactness increases, mass shedding of the neutron
star occurs closer to the merger at higher orbital frequencies as seen in the panels of col-
umn 1. This is consistent with results from the study of quasiequilibrium states of mixed
binaries [80] according to which the mass shedding frequency, WMS, is proportional to the
1While definition of ISCO radius holds on for quasiequilibrium case, here, we use the ISCO radius of
Schwarzschild black hole as an approximation following reference [198].
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FIGURE 5.2: Rest mass density contour plots in the x-y plane for mass ratio 3 configurations.
Rows from top to bottom represents models NSBH-C0.12, NSBH-C0.15, NSBH-C0.18, and
NSBH-C0.20 while columns show different stages of evolution marked by time in the figure.
Here, t = 0M corresponds to the retarded time of peak radiation. The white circle represents
the horizon boundary while the red circle corresponds to the ISCO radius.
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The mass transfer is followed by total or partial disruption of the neutron star. For NSBH-
C0.12, it begins with complete deformation of the outer surface of the star at ISCO (II panel
in the first row). As matter accretes from the stellar core on the black hole, the angular
momentum is transported to the left-over material of the star which forms a long spiral arm
centered around the black hole (III panel in the first row). The spiral arm expands outward
to lengths ⇠ 20M and circularizes around the black hole (IV panel in the first row). This
process lasts for more than 600M after the merger as the disk continues to evolve and
become more stable by the end of the simulation with densities ⇠ 10 5/M2. The process
of disruption is less violent in NSBH-C0.15 case. Most of the stellar core is already inside
ISCO and is engulfed by the black hole before complete disruption of neutron star (II panel
in the second row). The partial disruption reduces the angular momentum transport to the
outer material affecting the accretion disk formation. The disrupted star forms a smaller
spiral arm of lengths ⇠ 10M (III panel in the second row) and resulting accretion disk
has lower densities of O(10 6) and only half the size. In the other two cases, the tidal
radius is smaller than the ISCO radius and hence, mass dissipation begins very close to
the merger. As a result, most of the material quickly falls into the black hole before the star
can face strong disruption effects. Partial disruption of the star in NSBH-C0.18 generates
an accretion disk with extremely low density and smaller size, but is eventually engulfed
by the black hole by the end of the simulation (Panels III and IV of the third row). No
stellar disruption or accretion disk formation is observed for NSBH-C0.20 case (Panel IV
in forth row).
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FIGURE 5.3: Panels of the left show the irreducible mass and spin of the black hole as a
function of time. Panels on the right show their rates. Time is centered at the peak amplitude
of y4 in the retarded frame. The black dashed line represents the final mass and spin of
remnant black hole for BBH case.
5.2.2. QUASILOCAL PROPERTIES:
In addition to binary dynamics, the changes in the initial conditions also impact the rem-
nant properties as seen in the previous chapter. Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of mass and
spin of the black hole for the four configurations. Panels on the left look at the irreducible
mass and spin of the black hole, while panels on the right show their rate of change as a
function of time. The dashed lines in black represent the final black hole mass and spin
for the corresponding BBH system. From the left panels, we see that mass and spin of the
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black hole at the merger increase with the compactness of the star. Remnant black holes
of the low compactness configurations have smaller mass and spin values at the time of
the merger and grow for an extended period of time due to matter accretion on the black
hole horizon. This is shown by the red and blue lines in the figure. Due to strong stellar
disruption in NSBH-C0.12, final mass and spin of the remnant black hole remains smaller
than BBH as a significant portion of mass (15%) and angular momentum of the neutron
star is trapped in the accretion disk instead of black hole. The disk in this case is still un-
settled undergoing the process of circularization by the end of the simulation and hence,
the final values continue to slowly evolve. In contrast, 95% of stellar material falls into
the black hole at the merger in NSBH-C0.15 due to partial disruption of the neutron star
resulting in a low mass accretion disk with smaller size. Most of the material in the disk
is trapped within ISCO and hence, is eventually engulfed by the black hole which leads to
a further increase in its mass and spin values. The behavior of mass and spin growth for
NSBH-C0.18 and NSBH-C0.20 is closer to BBH, although, the final mass and spin values
in these cases are slightly higher than BBH case.
To understand the higher mass and spin values of NSBH configurations in comparison
with BBH, we look at the radiated energy and angular momentum of the system. Figure
5.4 shows the energy dissipated in gravitational waves (left) and the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the compact binary system (right) as a function of time. Here, we see that the
maximum energy and angular momentum lost in gravitational waves occurs for the BBH
case. In contrast, mixed binary system dissipates through two different channels - first
via gravitational waves and second via matter outflows in accretion disk and dynamical
ejecta. For low compactness cases, stellar disruption leads to a small quadrupole moment
and thus weak emission of energy and angular momentum in gravitational waves. As
such, most of the energy and angular momentum of the neutron star are trapped in the
accretion disk. An increase in stellar compactness reduces the degree of disruption lead-
ing to a small or no accretion disk. In these cases, the dissipation of radiated quantities
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FIGURE 5.4: Panels of the left show the radiated energy in gravitational waves and panel
on the right shows the total angular momentum trapped in the system. The dashed lines
represents the spin of the final black hole. Time is centered at peak of y4 in the retarded
frame.
via gravitational waves increases. However, they never reach the BBH levels. Most of
the remaining energy and angular momentum trapped in the matter outflow is eventually
converted into the black hole mass and spin via matter accretion after the merger while
some are radiated away in gravitationally unbound matter. This explains the gap between
the black hole spin and angular momentum of the system in NSBH.
5.2.3. DENSITY OSCILLATION AND COM OFFSETS -
As discussed in section 3.3.4, the imperfections in the initial data introduce artificial ex-
citation of modes in the neutron star leading to oscillations in the central density. Figure
5.5 shows the impact of compactness on the density oscillations. Panel on the left shows
the evolution of normalized central density scaled with its initial value and panel on the
right shows Fourier transform of this quantity. Two interesting observations can be made
here - first, smaller stars (higher compactness) are more stable, while larger stars (lower
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TABLE 5.2: Quasilocal Properties Comparison - Here Model represents compact binary con-
figuration, M(R)I is irreducible mass of remnant black hole, M
(R)
h is horizon mass of remnant,
a(R) is the dimensionless spin of the remnant, and t22 and f
qnm
22 are the damping time scale
and quasinormal frequencies for (2,2) mode based on the accuracy of linear fits. Values are








BBH-q3 0.9319 0.9712 0.5405 11.6244 0.0831
NSBH-C0.12 0.9165 0.9518 0.5198 9.4548 0.0883
NSBH-C0.15 0.9308 0.9740 0.5629 11.4404 0.0779
NSBH-C0.18 0.9334 0.9749 0.5527 11.3218 0.0783
NSBH-C0.20 0.9341 0.9746 0.5469 11.2875 0.0719
compactness) can have oscillations in the density reaching amplitudes of ⇠ 16% about the
mean value in some cases. Such oscillations appear close to the fundamental mode fre-
quency as seen from the peak in Fourier spectra. Second, the amplitude of oscillations is
not constant and the change itself shows an oscillating trend which suggests excitation of
two different modes. This is most apparent in NSBH-C0.20 case. These secondary oscil-
lations are weaker in comparison with the fundamental mode for large stars but become
proportionate for more compact stars. We also compute the center of mass offset for each
case as they can significantly impact the gravitational waveforms. The values are listed
in table 5.3 for each case. We find that while the offset increases in the y-direction with
compactness, no clear trend is observed in the x direction. The offsets are also significantly
larger than BBH and hence, will be the dominant source of error leading to mode mixing
in gravitational waves.
5.2.4. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
We now look at the gravitational wave signatures. Panels in figure 5.6, show a comparison
of real part of y4 (including all the modes) at inclination i = 0 between BBH and NSBH
configuration. Panels from top to bottom are arranged in order of increasing compactness
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FIGURE 5.5: Central Density Oscillations - Left panel shows oscillations in the central den-
sity for each compactness and right panel shows FFT of central density. Here, density is
normalized with its initial value.
TABLE 5.3: Merger Statistics Comparison - Here q is the mass ratio, System represents type of
compact binary, N is number of orbits, e is eccentricity, TMerger is the time of merger (retarded
time corresponding to peak of Y4), DMerger is black hole offset from origin at TMerger, MADM
is the ADM mass and JADM is the ADM angular momentum.
Model N e ⇥ 10 3 TMerger DMerger MADM JADM
BBH-q3 6.11 3.85 743 0.0579 0.9917 0.7023
NSBH-C0.12 3.86 1.45 572 0.831 0.9925 0.7023
NSBH-C0.15 5.09 16.6 662 0.782 0.9927 0.7023
NSBH-C0.18 5.33 8.97 658 0.0704 0.9934 0.7023
NSBH-C0.20 4.99 13.1 612 1.16 0.9918 0.7023
and inset zooms on the waveform during inspiral regime between 150M to 450M, after
passing of junk radiation. Here, we look at the recomposed y4 including modes from
` = 2 : 8. The merger times for NSBH configurations are typically found to be smaller
than BBH case which is also evident from table 5.3. This is expected as stellar deformation
leads to an additional correction term in the gravitational potential which has an effect
of accelerating the mergers by larger dissipation of gravitational waves [78]. Comparison
of merger time across compactness shows more interesting feature - the merger time is
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FIGURE 5.6: Re(Y4) Comparison between BBH and NSBH configurations. x axis represents
time in units of total mass and y-axis shows the real part of recomposed psi4 at inclination
i = 0 times the extraction radius, r. Panels from top to bottom represents compactness cases
in increasing order. Inset zooms on the initial cycles after junk from 150   450M.
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not monotonic functions of compactness but instead peaks at a compactness value and
decreases on either side. Similar result was also found for mass ratio 2 case in [85]. This
is quite nonintuitive given with increasing compactness, the neutron star behavior would
be expected to be closer to a black hole. From the inset we see that for all configurations,
BBH and NSBH signals align well until 300 M following which we start to see deviations
between the two signals. The degree of deviation differs across the compactness but can
also be attributed to other factors like eccentricity or COM offset.
FIGURE 5.7: Y4 Amplitude Comparison between BBH and NSBH configurations. Here,
amplitude is computed by combining all configurations for face on case (i.e. inclination
i = 0). Panel on the left shows the y4 amplitude and panel on the right looks at the amplitude
oscillations.
Another key difference between the gravitational wave signatures of the two systems
are the amplitudes. Figure 5.7 compares the amplitude of y4 for each configuration. x axis
shows the time centered at the peak amplitude and y axis shows y4 amplitude for face-on
configuration. The amplitude of gravitational waves increases monotonically with com-
pactness of the star but remains smaller than BBH. This is consistent with our observations
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of radiated energy and angular momentum. To avoid the impact of mode mixing arising
from COM offset, here we have considered all modes in our calculation of amplitude as
before 2. Panel on the right shows the amplitude during the initial time. Due to same mass
ratio, all the waveforms almost overlap during the initial cycles and fluctuations are the ef-
fect of density oscillations in the star. It can again be seen that maximum oscillations occur
for the least compactness system and the oscillations reduce with increasing compactness.
In the previous chapter, we found that the effect of initial configuration in NSBH is
reflected in the post merger signal. Given the compactness variation affects the remnant
formation in a similar way as mass ratio, it will be interesting to see if such results are
observed in this case. Figure 5.8 shows the post-merger signal for the four configurations in
each row. Panels on the left and right show the amplitude and phase of (2,1), (2,2), (3,2) and
(3,3) modes of y4. The solid line corresponds to the ringdown fits from the perturbation
theory which reflect the quasinormal modes of a perturbed rotating black hole. For NSBH-
C0.12, due to the presence of accreting matter, the black hole is continuously perturbed
leading to the absence of ringdown signature in all the modes similar to mass ratio q = 2
case in the previous chapter. This is evident from the disagreement between the fits and the
data. For NSBH-C0.15, the ringdown is reflected in the dominant (2,2) and subdominant
(3,3) modes, but the fits don’t align well for (2,1) and (3,2) modes. The oscillations in
the (3,3) mode are distinct signatures of mode mixing. With increasing compactness, clean
ringdown signature is observed for NSBH-C0.18 in all modes except (3,3) which is reflected
in the mismatch between the fits in both amplitude and phase. In contrast, clean ringdown
is observed in NSBH-C0.20 for all modes. Oscillations in the amplitude are due to large
COM offset. Observe that the effect of COM offset does not impact the phase and the fits
align well with the data.
2We note that even in this case, due to COM offset, (2,2) and other modes are found to be impacted by
mode mixing which is especially large for system with highest compactness.
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Based on the above results, we can draw few interesting conclusions - first, the post-
merger signal in a mixed binary system depends on the initial configuration of the binary
including stellar compactness and mass ratio. Second, ringdown may be present in certain
modes and absent from others depending on the degree of matter accretion and hence,
higher modes can be crucial to distinguish between BBH and NSBH systems and systems
of different stellar compactness. This can be essential in scenarios where the accretion disk
is extremely weak or absent in the final state resulting in the absence of electromagnetic
signatures. For example, NSBH-C0.18 and NSBH-C0.20 both lack accretion disk in the final
state but have differences in the postmerger signal, especially in the (3,2) mode. It will be
interesting to investigate how the degree of accretion is reflected in black hole multipole
moments and if it is possible to exploit this connection to identify a relationship between
neutron star compactness and ringdown frequencies and damping times.
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FIGURE 5.8: Post Merger Signals - Panels on left and right show the amplitude and phase of
y4 for (2,1), (2,2) and (3,3) modes. x axis represents time centered at peak of amplitude and
each row corresponds to q = 3 compactness configuration. Solid lines show the QNM fits





In this work, we study the mergers of black holes and neutron stars using the tools of nu-
merical relativity. We first explored the initial data formulation and numerical relativity
infrastructure required for performing these simulations. We discussed some of the prob-
lems with existing code structure, the features of the new initial data pipeline, and the
advantages and problems of this initial data method.
Using Maya code with the new initial data pipeline, we performed simulations of neu-
tron star black hole mergers. Our results showed well behaved constraints and convergent
results. Comparisons with previously published works showed good agreement in orbital
dynamics, remnant properties and gravitational wave signatures. We also investigated
the dependence of merger dynamics on the initial configuration and compared our results
with binary black hole simulations. In chapter three, we considered three non-spinning
mixed binaries with mass ratio 2, 3 and 5. For mass ratio q = 2 systems, we noticed
an early disruption of the star before the merger which resulted in the formation of an
accretion disk and prolonged growth of the remnant black hole. Due to the continuous
perturbation of the final black hole, gravitational waves from this system lacked a clean
ringdown. For the same compactness, the dynamics of q = 3 system was quite similar,
though the disruption occurred closer to ISCO which led to a very low mass accretion
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disk. Here, the accreting matter only excites certain (combination of) modes which is re-
flected in the presence of ringdown signatures in the dominant and some higher order
modes inspite of the perturbation. For mass ratio q = 5, tidal disruption occurs inside
ISCO which barely leaves any matter to form an accretion disk. As a result, the dynamics
mimic a binary black hole system and any differences in gravitational wave signatures can
only be seen in higher order modes. In such situations, the orientation of the source would
be extremely relevant. In chapter five, we continued the investigation of the initial data
by studying the effects of stellar compactness on the merger dynamics and gravitational
wave signals for mass ratio 3. Although the compactness of a neutron star is constrained
by observations, depending on the mass ratio and black hole spin, it can have a consider-
able impact on the remnant formation ranging from massive disk to a silent black hole. We
found that with the increase of neutron star compactness, the degree of tidal disruption is
reduced leading to a stronger emission of gravitational waves. The system appears closer
to a BBH as reflected in the remnant growth and gravitational wave signatures, although
differences were found between BBH and NSBH even for the most compact configuration.
Post merger signals showed that stellar compactness also impacts the ringdown in higher
order modes and thus, they can be used to decipher the compactness and constrain the
equation of state of the neutron star.
We also find some irregularities in the simulation results arising from systematic er-
rors. We investigate the cause and possible effects of these errors in our analysis. Density
oscillations in the neutron star were found to cause oscillations in the gravitational wave
amplitude. However, such oscillations occur at the fundamental frequency of neutron stars
and would not be observable by current detectors. The center of mass offset was shown
to have the most dominant effect leading to mode mixing and is currently under inves-
tigation. Finally, we analyse the conformal flatness assumption. Using single black hole
simulations, we quantified its impact on the black hole mass and spin. We finally con-
structed fitting formula which would allow us to compute the required modifications in
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the initial data to account for the effect of junk radiation. With this, we conclude this work.
6.2. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORKS
The end of one journey is the beginning of the next. Over the past few years, working on
various problems has helped us to come up with various new interesting ideas, some to
tackle the existing problems in the world of numerical relativity while others more driven
towards understanding the dynamics of astrophysical systems through the means of sim-
ulations and gravitational wave observations. Let’s talk about some of them in the context
of neutron star black hole mergers including our current ongoing projects. We first briefly
review the problems and propose possible solutions related to the infrastructure and ini-
tial data formalism issues seen in chapters II and III and then focus on the astrophysical
aspects.
6.2.1. INITIAL DATA
1. Equation of State - The current model inherently assumes gamma-law equation of
state which is hidden in the choice of conformal transformations of hydro variables
(2.30, 2.31). Gamma law models are optimal for situations where fluid has low den-
sity and high temperatures, none of which holds inside a neutron star. Hence, to
improve the current model, we need to generalize our initial data method to accom-
modate realistic equations of state.
2. Conformal Flatness Assumption - Built using the Bowen York approach, our model
will also suffer from the same problems as its predecessor to formulate initial data
configuration for high-spinning black holes with spins a > 0.93 [199, 200]. Confor-
mal flatness also leads to a burst of junk radiation which can impact black holes and
neutron star configurations as discussed in chapter 4. One way to tackle this issue
is to shift from the conformally flat metric model to conformally Kerr metric which
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is more realistic assumption for a rotating black hole. First developed in [201] for
binary black hole systems, this approach was shown to overcome the challenges of
Bowen-York initial data providing a new way to model binary black holes with ex-
treme spins and significantly low junk radiation [202]. The idea here is to derive the
initial guess of conformal metric and trace of curvature using Lorentz boosted Kerr
metric or its superposition for binary system. This method can be extended to our
case by using superposed solutions of Kerr metric with TOV or rotating star solution
to obtain the initial guess of conformal metric and trace of extrinsic curvature.
3. Center of Mass offset - As seen from the analysis in Chapters 3 , we observe signifi-
cant center of mass offsets for mixed binary simulations primary reason of which is
attributed to the problems in the initial data and gauge conditions [194]. The wob-
bling and drifting of center of mass leads to shift of black hole from the center of de-
tectors (spheres). As a results, the gravitational wave signatures reach earlier on one
part of the sphere than the opposite. This leads to additional gauge induced effects
like mode mixing [193]. One way to tackle this issue is by accounting for translations
and boost in higher order modes [193, 194, 203]. This is an ongoing work.
4. Eccentricity - To reduce the eccentricity of the system, we currently model these bi-
naries using initial data generated from post-Newtonian (PN) methods. However, as
shown in Chapter 3, such initial data techniques do not work efficiently with black
hole neutron star binaries at separations where relativistic effects start dominating.
Further, point particle approximation starts failing for binaries with higher mass ratio
and hence, PN methods are not ideal. One clear side effect of using post-Newtonian
based initial data is higher eccentricity. A simple method to fix this can be to increase
the initial separation but this would also increase the merger time and hence, can
be computationally quite expensive. An alternate way is to use iterative methods to
tune the momenta of the binary to reduce the eccentricity using methods developed
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in [204, 205]. However, recent works of Kyutoku et al. [204] showed that methods de-
veloped for eccentricity reduction for BBH systems do not work efficiently for mixed
binaries and hence, this problem requires further investigation.
5. Density and Radial Oscillations - Another problem encountered with current simu-
lations are the oscillations in the central density and radius of the star which affect
the gravitational wave strain. As these oscillations occur approximately at the funda-
mental frequencies of neutron star which are much higher than the merger frequen-
cies of mixed binary waveform, they would not be detected by current instruments.
However, they can be a source of systematic error for other studies or future de-
tectors. The primary cause of these oscillations arises from two assumptions in our
initial data - first the star is assumed as spherically symmetric and second, a static
star is artificially boosted. One possible way to reduce the density oscillations is by
increasing the separation between the black hole and the neutron star. For larger
separations, the impact of tidal forces on star will be low which will reduce the dis-
tortions in stellar structure. Hence, the deviations from spherical shape will be small
reducing the oscillations in the star.
To understand the problem with equation of state, let us review the conformal trans-
formations of the fluid variables. In the original method proposed in [143], the density and
pressure were related to their conformal variables in the following way -
r̃ = ry8 (6.1)
P̃ = Py8 (6.2)
By doing so, we incorrectly assume that the density and pressure are linearly related and
thus, share the same conformal transformations, which is only true in case of Gamma Law
equation of state. To fix this issue, we must ensure that the equation of state relationship
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remains intact from physical to conformal space. Towards this, we propose a modified
approach to the initial data. Let us assume the following conformal transformations for
hydro variables -
r̃H = rH (6.3)
S̃i = Siy10 (6.4)
ũa = uay10 (6.5)
ã = ay 10 (6.6)
b
i = 0 (6.7)
The transformations for spacetime variables are given as in section 2.3.1. As we confor-
mally transform only a constant time hypersurface, it is possible to choose distinct trans-
formation laws for gtt = a2 and gij = gij. From these transformations, it can be easily
seen that W = aut = ãũt = W̃. Note that inner products do not remain preserved un-
der the above transformations and hence, W =
q
1 + gijuiuj in the physical space and
W̃ =
q
1 + y 16g̃ijũiũj in the conformal space. As a first check, let us look at the transfor-
mations of density and pressure.
Si = (r + P)Wui (6.8)
= (r + P)W̃ũiy 10 (6.9)
= (r̃ + P̃)W̃ũiy 10 ⌘ S̃iy 10 (6.10)
From the equality of the second and third steps, it can be seen that r̃ = r and P̃ = P.
As the density and pressure remain conformally invariant under the new transformations,
any equation of state relations defined in the physical space would also hold well in the
conformal space.
Let us now look at the constraint equations under the new transformations. As we
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continue with CTT formulation, the LHS of both the equations remain unchanged. The
new equations are then given as
8D̃2y + y 7Ãij Ãij =  16py5r̃H (6.11)
(r̃LW)i = 8pS̃i (6.12)
Note that the only major change occurs in the RHS of Hamiltonian Constraint. As the mo-
mentum constraint remains unchanged, we can now follow the same method as described
in [143]. Let’s focus on the non-spinning case for which the momentum density in physical
and conformal space can be modelled as
S̃i = P̃is̃(r) (6.13)
Si = P̃is̃(r) (6.14)
To determine the model parameter, P̃i, we can look at the ADM momentum measurable
by an observer at infinity (and hence, can be approximated by post-Newtonian theories).











One can alternately look at the ADM momenta in the conformal space. As the physical
space is asymptotically flat, y ! 1 as r ! • and hence, the ADM momentum will remain
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We can now set PiADM = P̃
i by imposing the following normalization condition
Z
S•
dVs(r) = 1 (6.22)
The reason to shift to conformal space can be understood using the following intuition
- unlike physical space, the conformal space has zero intrinsic curvature (g̃ij = hij) and
hence, the parallel transport of vectors along the null geodesics would not change the
vector’s magnitude or orientation. Hence, the ADM momentum in the source frame and
one at infinity can be be related. As the condition of normalization remains same, repeating
the steps from [143] we will end up with the same solution for traceless extrinsic curvature.
To determine s̃(r), we use the definition of conformal momentum density -








P̃i = k̃W̃ũi (6.25)
Here, k̃ = 4p
R •
0 drr
2(r̃ + P̃) which is obtained from the normalization condition 6.22. The














While this method requires testing and comparison with the original simulations, using
this method would hopefully fix the problems with polytropic equations of state and allow
us to extend our model to any realistic equation of state.
6.2.2. EVOLUTION CODE -
In addition to the above problems, the coding infrastructure can also be upgraded. Run-
ning spacetime and hydro evolutions simultaneously are expensive and hence, we opti-
mized our code and shifted to fourth order finite differencing. Further, our current hydro-
dynamics code is limited to the fourth-order scheme. Using lower order methods would
incur larger numerical errors which can affect the analysis for future gravitational wave
detectors. Hence, we need faster evolution codes which can support higher order differ-
encing schemes, especially in hydrodynamics.
Lastly, in our analysis we looked at various sources of systematic errors in the wave-
forms arising from center of mass offsets and density oscillations which currently domi-
nate the random errors. But, a more thorough error analysis in the waveform templates
is required once the systematic errors can be controlled. In particular, the higher order
modes during the post-merger phase are more significantly impacted by numerical noise




The mergers of mixed binary systems are highly dynamical with several interesting pro-
cesses occurring within extremely short durations of time. For low mass ratio systems,
as the star gets closer to the black hole, the tidal forces induce mass shedding and distort
the stellar structure. Once the outer crust of the star is disrupted leaving the inner core ex-
posed, the strong flow of material is observed from the stellar core to the black hole leading
to complete stellar disruption. During this process, the angular momentum transports to
the leftover material which circularizes around the black hole forming an accretion disk.
For nonspinning systems with higher mass ratios or more compact stars, the star already
enters the ISCO before it can be disrupted. As a result of this, most of the star gets engulfed
by the black hole leaving only traces of stellar material outside the black hole which is not
sufficient to form a strong disk.
While the general process is well understood, the details of each step are still one of the
hot topics of research. Various works have examined the relationship between initial pa-
rameters like black hole and neutron star spins, magnetic fields and equation of state, and
the formation of accretion disks and jets (check [78, 206] reviews and references therein).
Some groups have also analysed the possible electromagnetic signatures and underlying
physical processes occurring at relativistic scales [74]. As a lot of these studies have been
discussed in the introduction, we refer the interested readers to chapter 1 for a more de-
tailed summary of the current research in this field.
Here, we would like to focus on some of the direct applications/extensions of our cur-
rent study and other research ideas which arose from this work. The first direct extension
of this work will be for spinning black holes and neutron stars with magnetic fields. From
previous studies [58, 59, 94–100], it has been shown that the stellar disruption process is
highly sensitive to black hole spin. In the presence of highly spinning black holes, it is
possible to observe stellar disruptions even for mass ratio as large as q ⇠ 10. Relatively
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less studied are the effects of neutron star spins which also are extremely interesting. Due
to spin support, rotating stars are more immune to tidal effects of the star making them
gravitationally less bound [207]. Further, the spin of neutron stars can also affect the ISCO
radius [208]. Ruiz et al. [192] analyzed a few configurations of polytropic spinning neu-
tron stars with mass ratio 3 and 5 showed that neutron star spins can affect the accretion
disk mass, dynamical ejecta, relativistic jets and induce dephasing in gravitational wave
signatures. However, at present, very few studies have been conducted in this region of
parameter space and while the general understanding of the effects of BH spin on NSBH
mergers exist, detailed explorations are required to understand the effects of neutron star
spin on the dynamics of BHNS mergers and their gravitational wave signatures. Com-
parisons of BHNS with spinning neutron stars and similar BBH or DNS can be extremely
relevant to obtain the identifying marks in gravitational wave signatures and accurately
determine the source of the signal in the absence of electromagnetic signals and for systems
in mass gap regions such as [17, 18].
Another interesting parameter space to explore would be of eccentric mixed binaries
which can arise from dynamical processes in dense stellar clusters [209]. Most studies of
NSBH mergers have focused into quasi-circular regime while only a few studies [100, 207,
209] have investigated hyperbolic encounters. The gravitational wave signatures of eccen-
tric mixed binaries can vary significantly and eccentricity can also impact the properties of
accretion disk, mass of dynamical ejecta and orbital dynamics of the system [209]. It will
be interesting to explore how changes in mass ratio, equation of state and spins of binaries
affect the dynamics of eccentric systems.
It will also be ideal to create a catalog of NSBH waveforms which can be used for de-
veloping new gravitational waveforms. The parameter space of NSBH is larger than a
BBH system and hence, it requires more number of simulations to accurately model and
test the waveform approximants. At present, only a few groups have successfully man-
aged to perform numerical simulations of NSBH systems most of which are not publicly
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available. Further, with recent detections of NSBH like candidates, the need to improve
NSBH approximants has become more urgent. Hence, it will be ideal to create an open
source gravitational wave bank of NSBH simulations which can be accessible to the re-
search community. NSBH models can also be extremely useful to model higher mass ratio
systems due to smaller relative differences in the size, in comparison to the black hole. For
very high mass ratio systems, neutron stars are predicted to not disrupt and hence, there
will not be any differences between a BBH and NSBH signature. For such high mass ratio,
one can use NSBH models to tune and test BBH models.
Lastly, although theoretical models help us understand the nature of the system and
make important predictions, it is important to test if such predictions can be tested with
current and future detectors. As a part of ongoing work, we are currently testing the effec-
tiveness of approximate waveform models used for parameter estimation to distinguish
between NSBH and BBH signals by performing parameter estimation studies on NSBH
software injections. We inject mixed binary signals with varying mass ratio and compact-
ness for different inclinations and SNR and recover the parameters using BBH, tidal, and
NSBH waveform models. This study will help us reveal the regions of parameter space
where it is possible to distinguish mixed binaries from binary black hole systems. Apart
from waveform models, as seen in chapter 3, this can also depend on the initial parameters
of the binary, the SNR, and inclination of received signal. It will also help us to indepen-
dently analyse the performance of the current NSBH waveform approximants in the late
inspiral, merger and post merger regions where tidal effects are most dominant.
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